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I. ACTION RESEARCH
IN EMPLOYMENT

This report reviews the outcomes of a

number of projects co-financed by the

European Commission (EmPloYment

and Social Affairs DG) during 1997

and 1998. The aim of the initiativer
was to draw methodological lessons

from especially interesting experiences

which might lead to new avenues of
job creation of relevance throughout

the Union.

ACTION RESEARCH

AJl projects are based on the research

action method, which is a well known
research approach in the social

sciences. Research action combines

theoretical analysis with practical

demonstration of a given hypothesis,

involving academics, researchers and

practitioners. This approach also gen-

erally has the advantage of helping the

actors involved to express themselves

and to enhance their caPacitY for
action.
By bringing together PeoPle, who, in
their own particular contexts, are fac-

ing the same or similar challenges, the

aim of this approach is to start a proc-

ess of focusing on an issue, to empha-

sise its characteristics, and to

generalise the experiences of partici-

pants. This approach is valuable for
identifying the common obstacles and

core aspects of a given Problem, but

more particularly for highlighting fea-

sible solutions. It goes beyond the sim-

ple presentation of successful

experiences in that partners are encour-

aged to identify the decisive ele-

1 Research actions of an experimental nature aimed

at promoting the exchange of experience and the

generalisation of good practice and knowledge in

selected priority fields of employment policy. Call for

proposals published in OJ EC C1114,19 April 1996.

ments/factors which can be extracted

from the particular context and applied

on a more general level to enhance

other actions.

The original idea was therefore not to

finance projects as such but rather to

make it possible for stakeholders to

meet and give structure to the analysis

of specific issues through the transna-

tional networking of experiences

(however they are financed) underway

in several Member States.

WHY THIS CHOICE OF
METHOD?

This way of working, the research ac-

tion approach, fulfils two immediate

objectives. Firstly, direct involvement
ensures that participating partners

benefit directly from the results and

share in a learning process as the

project progresses. Secondly, the ex-

perimental nature of the Projects
provides fresh knowledge, for example

on job creation, which can be general-

ised and promoted at Community level.

In line with this, some of the reports

presented here place their project topic

in a broader context, reflecting how the

activities focused on may complement

or replace tools/policies that no longer

fulfil their (employment creating) ob-

jectives. These two elements are sig-

nificant.

The dissemination of results should

permit as many interested parties as

possible to learn about and benefit

from the conclusions drawn.

In sharing and organising in a more

formal way the exchange of related ex-

perience, participants should derive in-

spiration for further action to

complement or replace their previous

activities. To the extent that such ac-



tivities involve new partners, who
themselves may afterwards initiate new
initiatives, the lessons learned from
action research projects (i.e. the gener-
alisation of results) will be subject to
the multiplier effect.

In addition to this, this report attempts
to give a more general introduction to
the range of activities taking place
across Member States - at local and
regional level in particular - to combat
unemployment by creating new jobs
and lasting employment. The underly-
ing philosophy is that despite specifi-
cities of"areas", lessons from
individual regions/cases can also en-
rich and improve what are already con-
sidered to be good practices in other
regions.

Furthermore, as was experienced in
some of the projects, transfer need not
only be from the most to the least de-
veloped regions; less well developed
regions often activate innovative inter-
vention schemes, thereby sometimes
becoming laboratories for new polices
for wider local development and em-
ployment,

The presentations here also concentrate
on the institutional and management
elements of the process of making
things happen. This is particularly im-
portant where protagonists, who have
not traditionally worked together on a
formal basis, need to collaborate in or-
der for objectives to be attained.
A list of all the partners involved in
each action research project is annexed
to the report. If the nature and findings
of pafiicular projects are of interest,
readers are encouraged to seek further
information by contacting the partici-
pating organisations.

THREE THEMES REFLECTING
THE EMPLOYMENT AGENDA

To begin with, three particular themes
were chosen, corresponding to the
guidelines included in the principal
Community policy initiatives in the
employment field (White Paper on
Growth, Competitiveness and Em-
ployment, Conclusions of the Euro-
pean Councils concerning the
European strategy for employment,
President Santer's Confidence Pact).
Today, these priorities are fundamental
elements of the Employment Guide-
lines, according to which Member
States have agreed to establish their
national employment policies. The
three priority themes were:

l) Development of local employ-
ment. Actions encouraging local
development and employment ini-
tiatives - focusing, for example, on
the job potential of local partner-
ships in responding to needs not
satisfied by the market.

2) Active policies for labour market
management. Actions aimed at
enhancing the effectiveness of la-
bour market management, in par-
ticular by improving local services
and employment services and, by
promoting integrated information,
guidance, training and placement
facilities.

3) Company employment policy.
Concentrating primarily on actions
in favour of employment which are
related to new methods of organi-
sation of work and working time.

In the selection of projects, care was
taken to ensure the diversity of issues
covered as well as the representa-
tiviness of the partners involved in the
programme. As far as the topics are
concerned, selection criteria were the



possible links with work already com-

pleted on the issue, the level of knowl-
edge of the services of the Commission

about the area, as well as the degree of
innovation. The possibilities of incor-
porating the results into the European

Employment Strategy were also con-

sidered.

Finally, as indicated in the call for pro-

posals, specific priority was given to

projects which took account of the

needs for social groupings requiring
particular attention, such as young

people in search of their first job, the

long-term unemployed and unem-

ployed women, as well as to projects

aiming at preventing unemployment

and in particular long-term unemploy-
ment.

Commission staff, from the EmPloY-

ment and Social Affairs DG, followed
each of the projects from its inception,

taking part in meetings, seminars and

other events. However, the selection of
project partners and particular case

studies, the management of the project,

as well as the conclusions drawn and

recommendations provided, were the

responsibility of the partners involved

alone.

The individual projects and main out-

comes are published in three reports,

one on each of the above mentioned

themes. Although they maY differ
slightly in style, all of the reports are

structured in the same way. This chap-

ter of common introduction is followed
by a synthesis of the main findings of
the projects under each strand, where

relevant linking these to each other as

well as to elements of the EuroPean

Employment Strategy. Chapter 3 con-

tains abstracts of the individual
projects. In the annex, a list of the

partners and co-ordinators involved
the different projects can be found.

m



il. EVALUATION OF
ACTIOI\ RESEARCH
PROJECTS - LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

This chapter draws out some of the
main findings and issues around the
development of local employment
highlighted in the project reports. The
first part examines issues that are the
direct concern oflocal actors, and dis-
cusses some of the key lessons learned
in the Research Action projects. The
second part is directed to external ac-
tors at regional, national, and European
level and relates to the approaches
taken by these actors and the instru-
ment and policy adaptation or devel-
opment highlighted by the projects as

effecting local development and em-
ployment potential.

The report assumes the reader has
some prior knowledge of local devel-
opment and employment issues and is
ready to build on and progress that
knowledge - whether from within the
local arena or as an external agent in-
fluencing local development policies
and practices.

The aim of the research action was'to
focus on actions encouraging local de-
velopment and employment initiatives,
i.e. on the job potential of local part-
nership initiatives responding to needs
not satisfied in the market or met by
existing public s ector proyision.'2
Some of the projects researched certain
specific fi elds, culture, environment,
proximity/personal services; others fo-
cused on the identification and re-
sponse to new 'undiscovered' needs,
while many were more concerned to
understand the workings of partner-
ships and the emerging picture of op-

eration and co-operation at a local
level.

Confirmation of existing theses e.g. the
need for multi-actor responses to local
employment issues, the inter-depe4d-
ency of development and employment,
and the emergence of a 'Third Sector'
or 'Social Economy' can be found
across all projects. In this, they clearly
echo the European Guidelines for
Member States' Employment Policies
1999 and especially Guideline 12.
'..Promote measures to exploitfully the

possibilities offered byjob creation at
local level, in the social economy, in
the area of environmental technologies
and in new activities linked to needs

not yet satisfied by the market, and ex-
amine, with the aim of reducing, any
obstacles in the way of such meas-
ures'.t

2 Call for Proposals

l0

I The 1999 Employment Guidelines (Feb. 1999)



THE LOCAL LEVEL
STAKEHOLDERS AND
ACTIVITIES

A number of factors are particularly

important when it comes to establish-

ing optimum conditions for locally
based development. The need to under-

stand and be aware of the interdepend-

ent relationship between employment

and local development is especially

significant.

1. EMPLOYMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT

To begin with, development and em-

ployment should be considered as two
sides of the same coin. All of the ac-

tion research projects re-enforce the

widely held view that development and

employment are inextricably linked
and the links are at their strongest on

the ground, at local level. Two clear

beliefs emerge. First, the capacity of a
local area's human capital is the sin$le

most important factor influencing its
potential for economic development.

Second, no lasting development will
occur unless new jobs are created and

there will be no lasting jobs without
new or renewed economic activity.l

2. THE LOCAL DIMENSION

As the majority of action research

projects were undertaken by and"lor

dealt directly with local actors, the per-

spective gained from a reading of the

reports is one that truly mirrors what it
is like to be on the ground, developing

local economies and employment. The

project partners and the partners in the

a This is particularly strongly emphasised in the

Local Partnerships for Employment Development

(LEDA)report,

case studies examined are all 'local
players'. One report describes the

town/local area as 'not just a physical

space but a social locus, a citizens' ur-

ban space, requiring dedicated stimu-

lation of activities, support for the

creation of activities, and a pro-active

employment policy'.s Thus, the local

dimension is emphasised not only as

the point of execution of policies and

decisions taken at a superior level, but
also as a dimension which interprets

policies and exploits instruments in a
particular manner, and in doing so

sometimes delivers considerable added

valueu.

A number of projects note that in de-

veloping their areas, local partners of-
ten attempt to create or describe a

distinct identity for the area, one that is

rooted in its past but can be used to

'market' the territory in the future.

There is no single definition of 'local'
and occasionally, more mature partner-

ships have extended their 'areas' be-

yond city and town boundaries to

include rural hinterlands and some lo-

cal partnerships comprise a number of
municipalities. The question this poses

is how much is a local, social and cul-
tural identity linked to a formal ad-

ministrative area of competence, taking
into account current thinking on

changing economic boundaries and

how much is known about these local

identity boundaries? More imPor-

tantly, do local authorities and partner-

ships have the flexibility to operate or

at least co-operate across administra-

tive boundaries where they do not co-

incide with identitv boundaries?

s From TenitorialActivity Creation Strategies, see

' abstracts for more details
0 This point is strongly emphasised in the IMED

reoort and further details are in the abstracts

ll



3. PLAYERS/STAKEHOLDERS

Most players and stakeholders in-
volved in the action research projects
are from the public sector, a number
are public or quasi public research
centres and a few are from the 'third
sector'. The social partners are present,
although with the exception of a small
number of reported cases relating to
specifi c trades unions involvement,
their voice is usually only indirectly
heard.

A very strong message is that the part-
nerships represent a powerful move-
ment for change. While some cases are
critical of public sector inertia and bu-
reaucracy, no-one could dispute the
significant contribution that the public
agencies and social partners repre-
sented at local level are making to-
wards understanding and developing
new approaches in local development
and employmentT.

3.1. Public authorities

A growing national recognition that
employment and development strate-
gies are inextricably linked forms an
increasing pressure for local public
authorities to step up their participation
in local employment policies and prac-
tices. Another push factor is the growth
of the third sector and community
groups that are demanding local solu-
tions and a voice in supporting local
citizens through a period of societal
change. In addition to this, there is a
recognition by the local authorities
themselves, that the city or area cannot

7 This perspective has already been noted at
European level: Socia/ p arlners as well as locat and
regional authorities are keen to pafticipate and
contribute to the formulation and monitoing of
NAPs, and thls has led to new joint initiatives
involving the social paftners.' (1 998 Joint
Employment report)

be effectively managed or developed
without a strategic and operational role
in employment policies and initiatives.
However, there is also consensus that
these are roles to be shared with other
partners.

Several projects highlight the fact that
local authorities to date have little di-
rect competence (responsibility) in
employment and unemployment poli-
cies and practices. At the same time, as

is pointed out in the ELEVEN II proj-
ect, the existing activities of the
authorities very often either impact on
employment at a local level or are in-
fluenced by the local labour market
structure or employment policies de-
termined at national level. In this con-
text, one project goes so far as to
suggest that authorities and areapart-
nerships cannot wait for project leaders
to emerge or the 'invisible hand' of tht:
market to respond. They strongly urge
the active management of the territory
by local authorities rather than simply
the execution of national policy, and
encourage the idea of 'territorial mar-
keting' even in the absence of any offi-
cial responsibility.

One effect of policies focused on local
development is that it modifies the role
and influence of public agencies/
administrations. All projects agree that
there needs to be an increase in the ca-
pacity of local authorities to work with
the twin objectives of development ancl

employment. The term 'territorial mar-
keting' is coined to describe the com-
bined activities of development and
employment generation. The single
most important function within territo-
rial marketing is the identification of
new needs and the new services and
activities which respond to them.8

a This is discussed in more detail later in the section
under the heading - New needs, new activities.

t2



Whether this requires a direct employ-

ment 'division' in the local authority
(absent, for example, in all citY

authorities in the ELEVEN II partner-

ship) or, at the very least, strategic and

political interfaces with partners from
public employment agencies, and third
sector', community and social partner

organisations, will depend on local
conditions. What it will mean is that

the know-how of local authorities will
need to be extended to include a much

improved knowledge and skill base to

deal with employment and unemploy-
ment policies and innovative solutions.

3.2. Private sector

In almost all cases in the action re-

search projects, the private sector is de-

scribed as having either an important
participatory role or as having clear

interests in local development and em-

ployment. Factors pushing the in-

volvement of the private sector include

the need for new investment for devel-

opment purposes and a recognition that

local development must be Planned
and all actors need to work together to

ensure that plans are coherent and

workable. In addition, a new interest in
taking a greater responsibility in local
issues is attributed to the private sector,

and there is a first tentative description
of an emerging 'civic entrepreneur'e.

Civic entrepreneurship is linked to
leadership and tasks such as motivator
and mediator.

However, even the projects which set

out to describe local actor relation-
ships, offer little direct insight into the

private sector perspective. Interests and

motives are attributed to the private

sector but no direct voice is heard.

More investigation is needed and more

s Local Partnerships for Employment Development

(LEDA) report, see abstract for more details.

direct communication with the private

sector needs to take place at local level

to understand the role of the private

sector in local development and em-

ployment partnerships.

3.3. Social partners

Although social partners have tradi-
tionally played rather a weak role in
employment creation, the case studies

evidence a change and the emergence

of a formidable resource in which to

invest for the futuret0. A significant
change appears to have developed in
the attitude of the trades unions to-

wards safeguarding existing employ-

ment and, at the same time,
contributing towards the creation of
new employment and its distribution
between different genders and genera-

tions.

3.4. Third sector

A number of projects note the third
sector as an important player in local

development and emploYment. One

project provides an extensive analysis

and comparison of the third sector with
the traditional public and private sec-

tors.tt According to its findings, the

sector is a completely new force and

has a societal genesis.

Growth in the quantity of third sector

organisations has not necessarily been

matched by a growth in the quality of
their management. Reports suggest that

they need improved professionalism,

better management and information
and accounting systems, and should in-

crease effectiveness through develop-

ing skills of staff, unemPloYed

10 Most evident in the IMED project, as noted in the

abstract.
tt Territorial Activity Creation Strategies, see

abstract for more details,

13



participants and volunteers. They
should also, it is suggested, be given
access to instruments that are available
to support private initiatives e.g. R&D
grants, SME start-up and development
pro grammes, training provision and
quality improvement programmes.

Finally, there is some concern ex-
pressed about the ambiguous position
adopted by some national authorities
towards the third sector. On the one

hand, the public authorities are reticent
in recognising and supporting the de-

velopment of the third sector, possibly
because it reduces their own authority
or leaves them open to charges of fa-
vouritism. On the other hand, national
authorities make use of the sector as a

means of introducing flexibility into
the public sector, which may be just
another way of allocating budgets
rather than deploying staff. A question
raised by the projects is whether third
sector institutions gain anything in the
pfocess.

4. PARTNERSHIPS

All projects agree that development
and employrnent initiatives require
partnerships at local level to be effec-
tive. Some imply that partnerships
emerge because representation is con-
sidered inadequate. A number of proj-
ects place considerable emphasis on
the importance of understanding the
natule of local partnerships and how
they function most effectively. Others
describe partnerships as more of a pro-
cess than a defined structure, where
there is a fluidity of relationships,
sometimes of a transitional nature
within an environment that is charac-
terised by permanent change. The most
detailed analysis is from the Local
Partnerships for Employment Devel-
opment which describes the conditions

for making partnership agreements an,C

some principles of sustainability. They
define some types of dynamic process;

reputation effect, segmentation effect,
parochial effect, etc., which may be of'
value in helping partners to see what
behaviour leads to positive benefits in
order to improve co-operation and
positive partner contribution.

The LEDA report suggests that part-
nership contributes added value to tra-
ditional systems of regulating social
interaction i.e. govemment bodies and
the market, and that its main benefit is
its ability to innovate. They note that
partnerships are only tenable if the re-

lationships between the partners re-
main stable and that the effects of
partnership decrease if informal in-
volvement is decreased. However, thel/
conclude that the longer a partnership
lasts, the more it will become institu-
tionalised, which would appear to be
borne out by the case histories in other
reports. They suggest that over time, ars

tasks become more diversified, play-
ers' behaviour may be more institu-
tionalised and it may become difficult
to define each partner's responsibilitiesr
accurately.

Participation implies a cost for those
.who participate. If the cost of informa-
tion or partnership transactions in-
creases, the efficiency of the
partnership may decrease. Therefore, ill
partnerships are to achieve their full
potential, the marginal cost of infor-
mation must be controlled. This can be
achieved by setting up partnership
evaluation procedures, which will ob-
viate the need for partners to duplicate
their investments in information. The
ELEVEN II report takes a similar view
and argues that subsidiarity is a pre-
requisite of the efficiency of territorial
partnerships and if national authorities,

14



directly or through local agencies, try
to control them or to enclose them in
strict regulations, the expected results

will not be achieved.

A general trend, often described in
mature partnerships as'co-ordination',
is more suggestive of a move towards a

hierarchical or supervisory approach

which may explain the resistance to
partnership participation from employ-

ers and other local social partners cited

by projects. There seems to be two
tlpes of cultural systems co-existing
here within all local partnerships. One

of these could be described as a

group/peer social system, often
emerging spontaneously in the local
community. The other, more formal
system, is the result of genuine at-

tempts by political/administrative
authorities to address issues of devel-

opment and employment, and although

it aims for consultation and consensus,

is inclined to be hierarchical and more

controlling in nature.

Mature partnerships in the Local Part-

nerships for Employment Development

appear to favour official 'co-ordina-
tion' of otherwise heterogeneous and

fragmented groups. However, it is un-

clear whether the overall effectiveness

of local partnerships will be improved
through this 'co-ordination' - nor is it
wholly clear what are the measures and

indicators of success on which these

decisions are based. It would be useful

to map the roles of partner organisa-

tions and the structures of partnerships

systematically over a sustained period

and to create systems maps and models

for comparison and benchmarking per-

formance. What is generally agreed is

that there is a need for balancing crea-

tivity and efficiency - enough of the

right people and some basic rules - and

multiple links to local community, re-

gional and national structures

The AFLA project focused specifically
on public/private partnerships and how
they might be utilised to leverage ad-

ditional sources of investment and im-
prove effectiveness in local em-

ployment and development projects.

5. INFORMATION FOR LOCAL
PLANNING AND DECISION
MAKING

Two projects in particular aimed to

collect and analyse local data. Territo-
rial Activity Creation Strategies aimed

to develop a detection and evaluation

methodology to ascertain the potential
of unexploited activities in the support

of a local development and employ-

ment creation strategy. ELEVEN II on

the other hand, examined existing data

from city authorities, and attempted to

correlate and interpret the data, in order

to find out what employment benefits

resulted from developments in culture,

environment and proximity services.

Both point to a problem in terms of
data availability, reliability and compa-

rability. Local development and em-

ployment has validity because the local

partnerships know their local area and

populations. But the question arises -

how much do they know about their
local areas and how valid and quantifi-

able is the data?

One problem highlighted by both the

Territorial Activity Creation Strategies

and ELEVEN II projects is the lack of
data availability that is relevant for 1o-

cal level decision making. Data is cur-

rently collected at national or regional

level and corresponds to the data

schemes of the collection authority e.g.

demographic and employment data. If
the local authorities and partnerships
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are to have a really comprehensive un-
derstanding of their area, correlated
detailed data needs to be available to
them on a regular and up to date basis.

A simple decision on childcare services
needs cannot be taken unless local
authorities know how many families in
the cornmunity now and in the future
will need them. The same can be said

of other home and transport services as

well as arange of services in other em-
ployment fields.

The argument is made that data collec-
tion, specific to the needs of the local
context, must have a local input to be
really useful. Similarly, little useful
evaluation can be made concerning the
impact of local initiatives unless ap-
propriate data is available. There is a
need for tools, for resources and for
diagnostic and analytical skills at local
level if local authorities and other
players are going to really 'know' their
locality. In addition to applying new
technologies to the collection and gen-

eration of data, new tools could be ap-
plied by administrations to simulate
scenarios which provide simultaneous
impact of development policies on em-
ployment, and labour market impacts
on development prospects.

By way of example, the findings of the
ELEVEN II project are that only very
recently have the activities in culture,
environment and proximity services
been considered by city authorities to
be relevant within the context of em-
ployment policies. There is little un-
derstanding of the employment effects
of any activities in these sectors and
almost no consideration of the impact
on employment policies. r2

12 The 1999 Employment Guidelines address this

issue through specific reference to environment and

culture.

6: NEW NEEDS, NEW
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

All projects confirm that the local areil

is the locus for the identification of
new needs, which maybe the basis of
new development activities and new
employment. There is growing conserr-
sus that these needs will not always
appear spontaneously, or be identified
by the market, and they will need to be
'discovered' or stimulated and nurtured
through a gestation period which will
include a process of linking the needs

to supply responses. Methods for neecls

identification are still under-developed
although one project, College Coop-
eratif, has attempted to develop a

methodology and tool.

Research across most of the projects
demonstrates that an integrated policy
of development and employment, witlr
new needs identification as the starting
point, can lead to new employment op-
portunities. The project UEAPME has
gone further and, using newly collected
and existing data, has extrapolated ancl

forecasted employment potential in
four European countries and the EU ar;

a whole, in the heritage restoration
field. The forecast. a half million EU
jobs in the field, is based on the re-
quirement for urgent restoration in the
built heritage environment, and high-
lights the need for trained craftspersons
with specific restoration skills to un-
dertake the work.

Another project, Headways, in the en-
vironmental sector, demonstrated how
needs identificati on in 26 projects led
to new employment, and the insertion
of unemployed persons in the sub-
sectors of waste management/
recycling, ecological services, ecologi-
cal construction and restoration work,
energy and environmental technology
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and green jobs in a rural environment.
With their high labour intensity and
predicted low productivity growth,
these sectors ofheritage and environ-
ment offer important starting points for
needs analysis and new development
activities.

As for proximity/personal services,

there is no argument against the exis-
tence of needs in childcare, homecare,

services to the elderly, special transport
needs, etc. The challenge is to find
ways to support the growth of activities
which can respond to them. One proj-
ect describes a selfsupporting response
in France for domestic services activi-
ties (IMED) but it is the exception; al-
most all services and activities in
personal /proximity services remain
dependent on public subsidy or volun-
tary sector funds. The idea of devel-
oping an important new private market
in the personal services field, which
has been strongly advanced within the

EU policy area, is not the subject of
any attention in the cities' policies in
the ELEVEN II project. Ilaving said

that, there is also a view that proximity
services, and cultural and environ-
mental activities are instruments of
social cohesion, and in the longer term,
may help to offset costs which might
otherwise have occurred through mar-
ginalisation, social upheaval and frag-
mentation.

What is clear is that any attempt to
provide services in any of these new
fields must match the quality available
or expected in the market, and must be

sustained for an adequate period if it is
to build a client base among those who
need or want the service. What is also

clear from the employment perspective

is that employment opportunities
promised to beneficiaries who take up
subsidised work or training placements

must materialise if they are to be moti-
vated and inserted effectively into the

labour force. This means that devel-
opment and employment must be part
of the same integrated plan.
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EXTERNAL SUPPORT FOR
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AND
EMPLOYMENT

Whilst many factors influencing local.
employment and development are in
the control of local stakeholders, they
are nevertheless dependent on regional,
national and community actors for
policies, actions and instruments to
optimise local conditions.

1. SUPPORTING EMPLOYMENT
AND THE CONDITIONS FOR
EMPLOYMENT

Most policy instruments for develop-
ment and employment are designed
and authorised at national and/or re-
gional level. A lesson leamed by more
mature partnerships is that, in central-
ised states. national level administra-
tions are also local stakeholders and
need to be brought into local partner-
ships. Recognising that without their
input, local development actions can-
not take place, requires that national
authorities take responsibility for en-

suring that they make a positive and ef-
fective contribution at local level.
What is needed are policies and
instruments that support employment
(working with individuals, training
systems, guidance agencies etc.) and
instruments and policies that support
the conditions for employment (work-
ing with local authorities, third sector
organisations, social partners and pri-
vate companies).

In the context of strengthening em-
ploynent, there is a need to re-order
the relations between local and central
authorities and to differentiate between
actions which give access to employ-
ment through enterprises (insertion,
training etc.) and actions which aim to

create and maintain employment by
enterprises. There is a need to simplify,
public aids and instruments, improve
the selection of destinations for them,
prioritise measures which aim at em-
ployment rather than compensating un-
employment and give local authorities
and partnerships greater flexibility in
the application of instruments.

2. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
One area of considerable concern to
local partnerships is the education and
training systems and their lack of inte-
gration into local employment and
development strategies. Usually
controlled at national level, and under
the authority of different ministries and

agencies, too often they are unable to
meet the need for flexibility required il:
developing new employment opportu-
nities at local level. However, training
models such as the Spanish Escuelas
Talleres offer useful examples of how
training, insertion, employment and
local development can be integrated at
a local level.13 Human capital invest-
ment must be ahead of, if not in tan-
dem with, development policies, and
education and training systems need to
be flexible enough to respond to local
development needs.

The same mandate for co-operative
flexibility needs to apply to all local
representatives of national authorities,
and interfaces need to be built between
agencies that accord synergy and avoid
duplication at local level. Too much
control and formalisation and too many
administrative layers ought to be
avoided. Many projects ascribe failure
to achieve objectives or project weak-
nesses to confusion over responsibility.
and bureaucratic layers delaying deci-

ts See IMED abstract for a case study describing
the Escuelas.
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sions and costing precious resources to
negotiate.

There is a view that administrations
need to regulate more workable rela-
tionships between one another and to
design and provide smart information
systems that allow sharing of data and

know-how. These same systems could
be used to encourage exchange

between local areas. What is implied is

that administrations act as facilitators
to local authorities and partnerships

and not just controllers and policy
authorities. This same facilitation role
could support new data collection ac-

tivities, and provide up to date flexible
databases and tools that could be em-
ployed at local level.

European, national and regional

authorities also have a role to play in
guiding local initiatives towards good
practice in strategic planning, clear
objective setting, the establishment of
measurement indicators and evaluation
methods. Evaluation should be forma-

tive and aimed at improvement - the

projects evidence aclear desire by
local authorities and partnerships to

constantly 'learn to do it better'. This
finds clear echoes in the 1998 Joint
Employment Reportta.

3. DRIVING DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH LEGISLATION
AND NEW POLICIES

Legislation generates changes in prac-

tice and in the case of environmental
practice there is little doubt of a direct
link between legislation and new skills,

1a'Co-ordination between administrations and

strong partnership between local and regional

actors are the key to promoting local development

and developing sustainable jobs in the social

economy.'...'ongoing work in developing common

criteria for the identification of good practice and

comoarable statistics and indicators will contribute

to such an assessment in future Joint Reports.'

new jobs, new businesses. National
authorities can build new activities and

employment at local level through
improved environmental policies and

legislation. The same is true of other
fields, elderly and childcare services,

transport and equal opportunities re-

quirements. Policies for change can

only occur at national and EU level but
the impact on employment and devel-
opment will be atthe local level.

For example, in France, the change in
working time, as described in the

IMED project, has generated employ-
ment opportunities for unemployed in
enterprises, and the legislation is being
accompanied by measures at national,
regional and local level to support the

gradual process ofchange and assist

firms locally in making the change. In
Spain and Italy, legislation allows the

profits of savings back to be utilised in
'Foundations' for the specific purpose

of undertaking socially beneficial ac-

tivities. Some of these have directly
benefited the development of cultural
industries and the heritage sector. Na-

tional policies and practices, therefore

have a direct impact on local develop-

ment and employment and considera-

tion must be given to this impact at all
times in policy development and leg-

islation.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The action research projects considered

in this report provide a useful input to
the debate on local employment and

help progress towards evolving policy
and improved effectiveness of actions

on European local development and the

employment strategy as a whole. As
noted above and in the abstracts, the

projects cover a wide range of issues as

experienced from the local level. The

richness of the experiences and the

detailed approaches adopted at local
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level provide a basis that generally
confirms current European Commis-
sion and Community actions and pri-
orities. The results provide some
important opportunities to refine cur-
rent thinking as well as some new
ideas. Some of the concerns expressed
about issues that need to be addressed
are already being taken into account by
other European Commission and
Community initiatives. As a recent ex-
ample, local development is integrated
as a horizontal priority in the new ESF
Regulation (and for the programming
period 2000-2006).

The concerns and findings ofthe proj-
ects are a valuable contribution to the
on-going discovery of best practice.
They are an important building block
on work undertaken over the last dec-
ade in particular and make a valuable
contribution to current and future ac-
tivities of relevance to the European
Employment Strategy.
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ilI. ACTION RESEARCH
PROJECT
SUMMARIES

PROJECT NAME: PUBLIC
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP,
INITIATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project set out to investigate
whether there is a model of Public
Private Partnerships (PPPs) which can'
demonstrate that PPPs are a means of
leveraging local, and especially, pri-
vate sector resources into projects

which address employment and devel-

opment issues. As part of the process,

the partners aimed to describe the most

important features of PPPs and to

identify the most important aspects of
the process of developing PPPs.

2. COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

The project was led by the Association
of Finnish Local and Regional
Authorities, AFLA, and eight other

local authorities from five EU Member
States participated.

3. BACKGROUND
The project's starting point was an

earlier study by AFLA on co-opera-

tion between the public and private
sector. The study had generated inter-
est among a group of public sector

agencies that had some experience in
Public Private Partnerships who were
seeking to improve access to resources

from the private sector within the con-

text of development and employment
objectives.

It became evident at avery early stage

in the action research that in order to
achieve their objectives, the partners

would have to examine the concept of
public private partnerships and proc-

esses that emerge in the early stages

identification and set up as well as the

operation of PPPs. Therefore, part of
the project was to focus on a descrip-

tion of the most important features of
PPPs and the critical phases of their
development.

4. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

Four seminars were held during the

project period. These seminars com-
prised workshops and case study
analyses reflecting the direct experi-

ence and local context of the partners.

The workshops were used for the ex-

change of views and gathering of gen-

erally applicable operations models

and definitions of PPPs.

In the report, short descriptions are

given of PPPs from each partner. Most
of the PPPs appear to relate to projects

addressing the built environment al-

though some also describe human

capital investment. The PPPs are listed

below and where human capital or en-

terprise development investment is in-
cluded, this is specifically noted.

o Ouluo Finland. The pedestrianised,

residential part of the city centre
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has become over-crowded and
needs expansion. An old adjacent
marketplace is the object of devel-
opment under the partnership pro-
gramme between the public and
private sectors.

Castelo Branco, Portugal. The
commercial area has become run
down and lost competitiveness in
recent years. Traffic and parking
hal'e become a problem. Undei the
aegis of a partnership between the
City and the Commercial and In-
dustrial Association, a new pro-
grarnme to renew the city is
underway. The plan includes some
activities to improve SME com-
petitiveness, as well as physical re-
furbishment.

Lille, France. The Comite Grand
Lille, a local club of 2-300 mem-
bers, initiated a proposal to bring
the world chess championship to
I.ille. The successful promotion
campaign brought together partners
from a wide range of public and
private interests. This model has

formed the basis for other high pro-
file events.

Limerick, Ireland. New legisla-
tion in the 1980s, aimed at in-
creasing investment from the .

private sector in urban renewal, led
to a partnership between the local
authority and private developers.
This has allowed for controlled.
consensual re-development of for-
mer derelict areas.

The city of Espoo, Finland. The
development of an ice hockey hall
in Espoo was a the subject of a
long and protracted debate in the
city over nearly two decades. In the
1990's a private company agreed to
lead a partnership with the city as a
minority owner.

o Luton, United Kingdom. A part-
nership of public, private and vol-
untary organisations has come
together to help build local human
capital. Activities include support
for reading skills development of
school children through to an arts

and media centre development. It
also includes the generation of nevs

businesses and active employment
programmes.

o Brest, France. 3xi is a not for
profit organisation combining pub-
lic and private resources. It pro-
motes innovation and the
application of new technologies in
SMEs. It acts as a catalyst sup-
porting the development of PPPs. l.t
helps to promote networking and
co-fi nances partnerships.

o Green Triangle, Finland. The
Cities of Orimattila and Lahti are
operating Industrial Agenda 2l
programmes. The objective is to
increase environmentally sound
businesses in the area. Green Tri-
angle, Finland is an organisation
which works as a catalyst to bring
together public private partnerships;
in the field.

In the two latter cases, bridge building
organisations have been established to
bring together public and private part-
ners for specific purposes in local de-
velopment projects. They refer to
projects funded mainly by European
Community funds in France and for
new national environmental initiatives
in Finland.

5. KEY FINDINGS
The action research project mirrors the
concerns and interests of public
authorities in relation to public private
partnerships. The report contains
mainly qualitatively data and reflects
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the immediate experiences and views
of the partners.

5.1. Principles of PPPs

From the public sector perspective,

four leading principles for PPPs have

been defined:

1. Recognition that the private sector

is driven by a profit motivation,
2. Thepublic sectorhas goals of its

own which support its development

objectives,
3. Both parties should participate in

partnerships at their own financial
risk,

4. Co-operation underlies the per-
formance of allPPP actions.

5.2. Key discoveries - partnership,

risk, market focus

Within the framework of these princi-
ples, three issues in particular, are

identified as important new discoveries
as a result of the project.

o There is a difference between co-
operation and partnership and ac-

cording to the partners this should

be more widely disseminated and

explicitly presented in EU and na-

tionally funded programmes. Co-
operation is seen as informal,
carrying little or no risk and more
likely to result in an exchange of
opinions rather than concrete col-
laborative work. Partnership on the

other hand carries risk, demands

commitment and requires that each

partner' s independent interests are

adapted to the partnership objec-
tives, on the basis that there is spe-

cific and greater value to be gained

from the partner approach. Co-
operation may precede and/or run
in tandem with partnership and in-

cludes networking, negotiation and

discussion in its field of endeavour.

Partnership implies a more formal
and almost always written con-

tractual arrangement. Over time,
co-operative aff angements build
partnerships.

Risk is essential in partnership and

must be shared by the partners.

Risk requires commitment. Too
little risk means that the commit-
ment is weakened and cannot be

guaranteed. The higher the risk and

commitment, the higher the incen-

tive to succeed.

o The benefits ofjoint risk taking are

improved partner commitment, an

approach that combines the best of
the contributions of both partners,

and the extra value added as a

result of working together. It is
more likely to result in a more
market oriented approach with
greater potential for sustainable

development and employment.
Market oriented strategies tend to

be more successful in achieving
outcomes on time and budget.

PPPs imply a political and strategic

culture change in traditional public
authorities. They are a dynamic tool for
the strategic management ofpublic
organisations.

5.3. PPPs as projects

PPPs are generally conceived of as

projects. That means that a process

occurs which is described as 'projecti-
zation' and which is active and

systematic and which has the charac-

teristics of project work. In other
words, it has a start and finish, a spe-

cific ring-fenced budget, is objectives

led,may have a distinct set ofproc-
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esses attached, the project organisation
relates specifically to the task, and is
more likely to have active controls and
measures.

5.4. Rules are necessary

PPPs require clear explicit rules. Some
of these are imposed or defined by the
legislation and rules under which the
public partner operates. Others may be
set either at the local level as generic
rules fi>r all PPPs or for the specific
PPP. These rules should not only be
considered constraints under which the
project operates but may also contrib-
ute to the project's objectives. Having
clear and explicit rules supports greater
transparency and enables greater 'buy
in' by the public.

5.5. Communication is essential

Communication about the objectives of
the PPP and its benefits and value
added are essential in gaining public
support and confidence. Vision and
leadership is important in creating con-
fidence and inspiring trust. The project
also argues that it is often commitment
initially from the public sector that
stimulates and initiates action.

Where more than one project consti-
tutes a PPP or where there are a num-
ber of PPPs in the local arca, a
strategic as well as project specific
objective must be evident if PPPs are
to be successful.

5.6. Benefits must be clear

PPPs must bring added value. They
should only be undertaken when the
objective cannot be achieved by sepa-
rate private and public activities and
when combining forces brings addi-
tional potential for the achievement of

objectives. Both public and private
partners must envision benefits from
the partnership. This value added ben,e-

fit may come from improved efficiency
in the use of resources and a better re-
turn for both parties, it may result from
the wider experience brought to the
collective table (leading to perhaps a

more market-oriented approach), or
from the benefits of scale from the
combined resources.

Model PPPs incorporate evaluation,
both short term project evaluation and
long term impact evaluation. The re-
port provides two brief example de-
scriptions of evaluation approaches
undertaken by PPPs.
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PROJECT NAME: TERRITORIAL
ACTIVITY CREATION
STRATEGIES

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project had five main objectives:

e To develop a detection and evalua-

tion methodology to ascertain the

potential of unexploited activities
in the support of a local develop-
ment and employment creation

strategy.

o To design and prepare a guide to
'implementing 

such a strategy
o To put in place, in the towns in-

volved, a planning and organisa-
tional system consistent with the

results ofthe action research

o To define the most appropriate
modes of supply and support
structures

o To design systems for integration
of long term unemployed into en-

terprises

2. COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

France: College Cooperatif, Provence,

Alpes, Mediterranee
EURECA, Marseilles
SYNERGON, Marseilles
Mission Emploi, Marseilles
Universit6 de la M6dit6rran6e

Germany: BerlinSenate, Beratung
Bildung Innovation, Berlin

Greece:Town authority representatives

Patras,

University of Patras

Italy Town authorityrepresentatives,
Genes,

Universitv of Genes

Spain Town representatives, Seville,
University of Seville

3. BACKGROUND

This project attempts to shift political
and economic thinking away from the

traditional models of describing all lo-
cal economic development as a func-
tion of either public or private activity
and all work in terms of conventional
employment. Instead, "activities" is a

term used to describe the response to

the new needs of individuals and

$oups. These 'activities' may be

within the current sphere of responsi-

bility of the public or private sector or
both, but may also be outside either of
these spheres and as yet undiscovered.
The activities are therefore presented

as services rather than the production
of tangible products. Following this,

the aim of the project was to see

whether, within the context of a local

development strategy, it is possible to

detect needs that are either not cur-
rently satisfied or not sufficiently satis-

fied, or which may be latent and not
yet 'discovered'.

A number of fundamental beliefs un-

derpin the strategy. The starting point

is the belief that new, if latent, needs

have begun to emerge as a result of
changes in work organisation, social

and family structures, globalisation and

growth in information technology.
These changes are impacting on social

cohesion and individual and group ex-

pectations and fears and thereby gener-

ating new needs for services and social

activities. These new activities and

services are emerging most cleatly at

local level and can only be properly

detected and described at this level.

The people or organisations in a posi-

tion to identify and respond to these

needs are local partnerships and
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authorities because they are closest to
their communities and in a position to
understand comprehensively their
needs. As these needs have a societal
genesis, they are'cornmon'interest'
needs.

The challenge was to create a tool that
would support the collection, collation
and analysis of needs and that was suf-
ficiently flexible and reliable to con-
vince the partners and their local actors
of the validity of the approach. Not
only were they expected to apply the
tool, but were expected to utilise it
within a huge change process - which
required strong political will, training
and setting up territorial employment
technicians/agencies, putting in place
local information systems, the knowl-
edge of financial and legal means at
their disposal and their adaptation, and
implementation of these means to re-
structure supply to meet the needs
identified.

4, FEATURES OF THE PROJECT
A critical element of the methodology
was the data collection of local needs.
This was achieved through a common
approach providing a set ofsteps
which follow a structured set of inter-
related questions, first applying to the
policy level and later supporting tech-
nical staff in data collection. In at-
tempting to measure the scale and
scope of activities to meet identified
needs, the methodology used standard
units of measurements (e.g. hours of
activity), and arange of agreed vari-
ables.

All the partners undertook the first part
of the methodology, the needs analysis
for specific new requirements at local
level, both in terms of universality and
intensity. Most also began to identify

sources of existing supply and measu.re

the scale of activities required to meet
demand. Some also undertook some
form of gap analysis. A smaller num-
ber also began to identify ways of re-
structuring supply to stimulate supply
activities and thus employment.

Dissemination was undertaken both
internally in the regions/local areas and
externally. At local level,'the project
report was disseminated to policy
makers and a guide on methodology to
more technical staff. Seminars and '

presentations on the methodology and
findings were also held. Externally,
dissemination was achieved through
the main institutional players (circula-
tion of report and guide) and partner
networks.

5. KEY FINDINGS

5.1. Defining a new role for local
partnerships and authorities

The towrVlocal area is not just a physi-
cal space but a social locus, a citizens'
urban space, requiring dedicated
stimulation of activities, support for thr:
creation of activities, and a pro-active
employment policy. This relates to the
European policy of subsidiarity. In this
context, local authorities and areapart-
nerships cannot wait for project leadersr

to emerge or the 'invisible hand' of the
market to respond. Instead, "territorial
marketing" is the active management
of the territory by local authorities and
not simply the execution of policy. Ac-
cording to the project partners, this is
urgently required, even in the absence
of the authority/responsibility to do so.
A significant function of territorial
marketing is the identification of new
needs and the new services and activi-
ties which respond to them.
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The project reported that the method-

ology can only be implemented in an

area which has already or is developing

a territorial development strategy, in
other words, where there is the political
and common will for a significant
change in approach. Local partnerships

have a global view of their popula-

tion's needs as opposed to specific in-
terest groups, have a strategic view of
local development and can assure con-

tinuity of purpose and action. Theirs is

the 'common interest' and thus they

are the most appropriate motor for the

development of these new activities.
There is a requirement for local part-

nerships and authorities to undertake a

new and thorough analysis of their
populations, to learn to understand

them better, to measure and quantify

new needs and to implement strategies

to match new demand with new

supply.

5.2. Applying the methodology

The partners found that the methodol-
ogy can be transferred across different
towns and cities but, in order to adopt

this approach, certain local conditions

will need to be put in place. These

conditions are both political - a prepar-

edness to adopt a strategy driven by
common local interests which may re-

quire important changes of local sys-

tems and decision making approaches;

- and technical, the establishment of
structures and systems that aid the

strategic process.

Studies of needs and possible niche activities: chosen by the partner towns

Berlin Genes Marseilles Patras Seville

Services for
mental and
physical
disabled

Services for
aged at

home

Services for
aged at home

Services
for mental
and
physical
disabled

Services for
aged at

home

Services for
aged at

home

Childcare Student
catering,
industrial
cleaning

Childcare

Services
linked to
urban
generation

Services
supporting
tourism and

cultural
generation
(public
spaces) '

Accompanying
specific publics
in travelling

Maritime
sport
activities
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In order for these new needs to be
'liberated', they need to be identified,
codified, and examined for market
constraints.

However, data collection posed some
challenges where:
o data was too general or too

specialised and too difficult to
articulate with other sources

o data was non-existent or non-
recoverable or too costly to
pr<lduce

o data was incompatible and local
observations were very specific and
not adaptable to other areas

Partners also had difficulties:
. in knowing when to stop the identi-

fication of needs

r unrlerstanding the intensity of a
need

o combining typologies of needs

o estimating supply.

The report notes that, currently, local
authorities and development agencies
rarely, if ever, have the type of detailed
statistical data they would require in
order to undertake detailed territorial
planning of the nature proposed.

To meet these objectives, the project
partners proposed to develop a data
collection methodology and in the
course of so doing, to design an in-
strument called LOCOSTAT to be
utilised in the data collection.

New needs almost invariably relate to
the lives of individuals and as such,
they do not fall within the conventional

public and private spheres of interest
and responsibility which have evolved
from an industrial society model. The:

complex web of public organisations
and administrative functions, pressur(l
on public finances, and the plethora of
public development and employment
instruments laid one upon another ovr3t:

decades, have resulted in a public sec-
tor system of local administrations
with restricted authority, limited re-
sponsibility and insufficiently compe-
tent to identify and respond to these
new needs. Furthermore, market
forces, giobalisation, and increased
competition have pushed more and
more small private sector players into
market disadvantage where conven-
tional supply by the private sector at
local level has resulted in gaps where
social and economic requirements are
not met.

5.3. The third sector

Another key finding is the important
role for the third sector in meeting
these new needs. The partners describe
the third system as 'a system in the
making' and conceptually quite dis-
tinctive from the first and second sys-
tems. It is one that has a societal rather
than a traditional public or private
genesis which makes it most suitable t,o

treat these newly emerging 'societal'
needs. The report distinguishes the dif-
ferent systems by a number of different
criteria such as - who takes the initia-
tive, how are the different systems
financed, what are the different
objectives etc. as set out in the chart
below.
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Fields/
Characteristics

Outside the
monetary
system

Public service Third system Market
Economy
Services

Initiative Individual Public/political Mixed Private

Finance Solidarity
Exchange

Taxation
Marginal
participation of users

Mutuality
Subventions
Participation of
clients/users

Sale of
services

Regulation Domestic
Neishbourhood

Public
administration

Mixed Market

Production
structure

Individual or
group

Public/state
Local partnerships
Direct state control
Public institutions,
Private, public and
other representative
bodies

Associations
Co-operatives
Enterprises
Public
authorities
Mixed economy
organisations

Companies
Private
persons

Co-operatives

Target public Individual
Family,
neighbourhood
group

Citizens, users

Beneficiaries
Clients, users Clients

Objectives Self governing
production of
usage value

General interest Collective
interest

Profit

5.4. Territorial Agencies For The

Creation Of Service Activities
(Agences de Cr6ation
Territoriale d'Activit6s -

ACTA)

Having 'detected' and described the

needs, the project went on to identify
and quantify the activities or services

that would be required to meet these

needs at a territorial level. The project

further proposed to design and imple-
ment strategies which would generate

activities and thus, new work/activity
opportunities. Within the overall
vision, an important aim was to pre-

scribe trained experts ('development
creation agents') to undertake

needs/supply and gap analysis, and to

work with relevant public, private,

community and social economy actors

to re-structure activity supply and sup-

port systems.

In response to this, the partners consid-
ered that there is a requirement for new

autonomous agencies established by
territorial partnerships and local
authorities, and encompassing repre-

sentatives of all those concerned with
local development. These agencies

should be flexible in their legal and

financial functioning, multidisciplinary
in resources and be obiective/results

based.

It is proposed that these agencies

should be mandated to have the princi-
pal task of identifying local needs and

the corresponding activities to meet

them within the territory. ACTAs
should have three main roles - statisti-

cal, activity'creation' and support of
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new activities. Their terms of reference
should include:
o constructing and developing statis-

tical databases relating to a com-
prehensive knowledge of the
population;

o constructing and developing a

database of supply for existing
services;

. identifying potential activities by
needs and sector type,

o developing methodologies to iden-
tiflr gaps;

. developing feasibility scenarios for
the potential of these activities
(constituting in effect vademecum
for putting them in place),

o putting actions in place to meet the
strategic plans.

The partners do not define the amounts
and means of funding ACTAs but sug-
gest that funds might be liberated
through substitution of costs currently
directed more passively at unemploy-
ment benefits. It may be that different
territorial fiscal and economic envi-
ronments will result in different types
of responses from the public and pri-
vate sector in meetins the cost of these

services.

In order to undertake this role, the pro-
posed ACTA's staff would need to be
multi-slcilled and the model profile is
not cun'ently an identifiable profession.
Two current skill profiles offer some of
the skills - local development agents
and start-up business consultants.
However, the partners recommend
three more skill requirements - a
deduction rather than induction capac-
ity, the capacity to find, train and back
up people creating new activities (and
in their absence, the creation and im-
plementation of a methodology to
identify potential activity sectors) and

the capacity to design specific organ-
isational and legal/administrative
structures which may be quite new and

different. The report argues for a new
job profile with appropriate profes-
sional training to be set up covering
subjects as diverse as law, finance ancl

social engineering. They propose that
new tools will be needed to support thre

work of these agencies, in particular,
tools for statistical analysis such as th,e

proposed instrument LOCOSTAT.

By the end of the project, few of the
towns had go,ne further than the begin-
nings of construction of a territorial
strategy based on the potential client
needs identified by the method. Some
were planning the implementation of
some of the strategies, most notably irr
Marseilles, Seville and Patras. The re-
port states the partner's belief that it is
too early to measure the effects on the
supply side, or any possible changes irr
legal and information systems, or for
the emergence of the new territorial
development professionals.

5.5. Future plans

For each of the towns, the project has

led to decisions to go further and con-
tinue with related strategic develop-
ments and actions. These have been
influenced by the nature of the local
needs, and how they are accounted for,
political and institutional systems, and
the level and charucteristics of current
supply and its relationship with
demand. In the future, the report states

that the partners may establish a web
site fed into by all active partners, with
an on-line guide, and possibly, collec-
tive promotion and training for com-
munities investing in the new
methodology. Other follorv up and
continuing action under cc,nsideration
includes
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o an in-depth application of the o specific financial engineering for
methodology to one specific field service activities.
e.g. culture,

o a widening of the methodology to
include other fields.
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Future plans for each oartner tow

15 The French town of Argentan are applying the methodology to the cultural sector In the context of an EtJ
project under the'Third system and employment' and in the Midi-Pyrenees region, an inter-communal area of over
100,000 people, they are considering the methodology as a means to develop personalservices.
1s A brief description of this instrument is provided in IMED abskact.

re plans NSeac

Seville r Establishment of an observatory of employment
. Experimental programme to link unemployed over 40s with newly identified service

needs

r A development agency to support unemployed and enterprises in certain city zones
o Subsidies and economic incentives for project leaders
r Professional training for project leaders in specific sectors

Patrasi Establishment of co-operative for the care of disabled persons run by
formerly unemployed women.
Town authorities are providing
o Premisesconcessions;
o Training of the women;
r Mediation between the women and the sectoral institutions;
o Administrativesupport.

Genes concentration on public services (e.g. day nurseries, hospices) with dirtlct
supports such as

r Privileged access for social co-operatives to certain markets
o Free plant/supplies to develop certain activities
r Support to respond to demand
. Suppofi for recruitment in new activities
o Creation of new forms of work organisation to produce certain seryices at lower *ran

market prices and,/or to increase numbers of beneficiaries

Marseille
l5

Specifically for proximity services, initiatives/actions include
Encouragement for the Titre Emploi Servicer6 instrument in response to
demand

Support for emerging supply
Establishment of a 'Territorial Development Agency'
Promotion of 'new services, new employment' in
. everyday domestic services
e improvement of dwellings and neighbourhoods
. safeguarding and improving the environment and public places
. uansport
r recreation, sport and culture

Berlin support from the Senate for further trials and experiments in Kreuzberg (part
of the city suffering from socio-cultural and economic deprevation).
Kreuzberg will have its own territorial development agency, which will
o put the methodology in place in the zone
r identify potential economic activities
o transform activities into employment.
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2.

5.6. Recommendations

The overall recommendations from the
project include:

1. Local authorities and area partner-

ships have an undeniable role as

local animators. Their role should
not only be in space management

but as the 'common interest'
animator.
A territorial strategy for activity
creation should start with needs

first and then look to see how these

can be satisfied, thus instituting a

societal genesis to local develop-
ment practice rather than a public
or private one. Needs identification
should be a priority for local
authorities.
Local authorities must extend their
authority/responsibility and should

continually search for responses to
real but latent /trnsatisfied needs.

The third sector should be sup-

ported as a key player in meeting
societal needs.

Traditional employment should not

be the only objectives of employ-
ment policies, the demand/offer of
work may not necessarily or exclu-

sively be the only legal form of
employment.

J.

4.

5.

JJ



PRO.IECT NAME: E,LEVEN II

I. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
This ilction research is a follow up to
the 1996 ELEVEN pilot project ano
expands the original partner base to in-
volve a total of 21 cities in 1 I coun-
tries, covering an urban population of
15 million people.

The objectives of ELEVEN II were:
o Tcr undertake a comparative analy-

sis of the cities' culture, environ-
ment and personal services policies
(hereafter described as the three
sectors), to investigate how policies
in these sectors were integrated into
labour market policies and to at-
tempt to quantify what impact they
made on employment.

o To exchange know-how between
the cities.

. To build a portfolio of best prac-
tices incorporating case studies of
those which demonstrated the best
results with the most potential for
fast transfer.

2. COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

City authorities in Austria, Belgium,
Finland, France, Germany, United
Kingdom, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Spain,
Swedera

3. BACKGROUND
The background was the pilot project
undertaken by the network ELEVEN
involving 11 European cities in 1996
which analysed their employment poli-
cies and projects undertaken to combat
social exblusion. The conclusions in
1996 were that the three fields of cul-
ture, environment and personal serv-
ices harboured latent demand and
significant labour intensive growth
potential. However, it was also ac-
knowledged that lack of growth was

constrained by market failure and fac-
tors such as unfavourable regulatory
frameworks.

The ELEVEN II research action soug;ht

to ascertain what impact local projects
in the three sectors made on local em-
ployment and to identify ways in
which, through exchange of expertise
and know-how. the 21 cities could talie
advantage of the lessons learned to
contribute to their own development
and employment creation.

4, MODELS OF LOCAL POLICY
AND APPROACH

'In setting the context for the research
action. the cities involved were exam-
ined in terms of their policy ap-
proaches and culture and classified as

either belonging to the public sector or
private sector model.
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Public sector model Private sector model

Tends to be driven by social
objectives

Tends to be driven bv economic obiectives

Has heavier dependence on public
funding mainly through taxation

Takes the view that economic

competitiveness drives employment

Involves private sector only to limited
degree and it is rarely directly
benefited

Based on belief that job creation is the

responsibility of private sector

More likely to involve target

beneficiaries in management of social
policy projects

Supports the unemployed in finding work
and with less emphasis on direct assistance

Public sector plays the major role in
funding, management,

control/reeulation

Public sector intervention less direct - though

may be a partner on multi-actor projects

Demonstrates high level of
accumulated expertise in social
policies

Can result in private firms benefiting

Found in majority of European cities

with the exception of the United
Kinedom

Found in the UK but with some

eharacteristics also increasingly emerging in
other European cities

What emerges is a picture in which the

private sector model is increasingly
being adopted in European cities, with
the public sector giving up its monop-

oly role, developing new formal rela-

tionships with the private sector,

undertaking more active employment
policies and seeking more diversified
sources of funding. This coincides with
a more liberal economic policY,

reduced public resources, limited
authority of the local authority over

employment policy, and the need to

see public interventions as 'transi-

tional' affangements in the integration
of the unemployed into the open mar-

ket.

5. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

Specifically, the project sought to un-

dertake:

o budget analysis in order to examine

the effect of spending in the three

sectors

. analysis of employment impact in
the three fields

. communication and dissemination
of the project and its results inter-
nally and extemally and to involve
other actors

. an examination of a samPle of
projects

o improvement of the skills and

know-how of the partner organisa-

tions and individuals
o stimulation of the network and co-

operation within it.

6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Each city gathered information which

included case details and statistical

data. In the latter case, much of this

related to budgetary income and ex-

penditure, and if feasible, data on the

impact of spending on emPloYment

creation. Information and case details

were gathered for 146 projects operat-

ing in the three sectors. Other criteria

for their selection included: relevance
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to employment creation; innovative
nature; and transfer suitability.

The project created a framework for
the collection and analysis of financial
(revenue and expenditure) data. The re-
sults are only estimates, but offer some
impoftant areas for further investiga-
tion, emd highlight some of the diffi-
culties in undertaking this kind of
analysis such as different formulae for
accounting for revenue and expendi-
ture; clifficulty in identifying specific
budget categories; and difficulties in
interpreting the data.

The data provides a useful basis on
which to describe and collect further
data for future comparisons. It cur-
rently covers revenue sources, and
global city expenditure categorised as

follows:

o General administration, justice and
potrice

o General education and culture
. Sport recreation and tourism
o Transport
o Territory and environment
o Social sector
o Economic development and busi-

ness services

In order to analyse common elements
in successful projects, the projects
were divided into three types: projects
exclusively concemed with employ-
ment; projects which are purely secto-
ral in objective, and projects which are
integrated. The latter two are projects
which from the start combine the twin
objectives of a sector and employment,
e.g. culture/employment and they are
measured by the successful achieve-
ment of both objectives. An inherent
belief is that customer satisfaction is

necessary to promote new markets and
create stablejobs, and that projects
must improve'employability'.

7. KEY FINDINGS

7.1. General trends

Public intervention is being reduced -
certainly in its role as primary player
and in the direct management of ac-
tivities. Active employment policies
are considered more effective than pa.s-

sive ones and where the cities can pla.y

apart in these, they recognise they
have a role within the 'development'
context. Active social policies are alsrr

being embraced whether driven by so-
cial or economic objectives. In both
cases, there is an emerging pattern of
directly involving those being targeted
in the active design and management
pf the activities. There is also a general
move to seek more diversified sources
of funding. Monitoring and evaluation,
however, are rare and normally only
found where it is a requirement of
funding provision e.g. EtI projects.

7.2. Local participation in devel-
opment and employment

City and local authorities may have
more or less authority over initiatives
in the cultural, environmental and per-
sonal services field; they rarely have
formal authority over initiatives in the
employment area. There are no internal
emplol.rnent departments found in any
of the cities in the network, although irr
a small number of cases (the 'city-re-
gions'), there may be a role in carrying
out national or regional employment
policies. More generally, the links
between national and regional em-
ployment policy authorities and city
authorities in weak. However. most
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city authorities' competence means

that they cross into issues and activities
that influence and incorPorate em-

ployment issues - enterprise stimula-
tion and creation, training, local
infrastructural investment and devel-

opment etc.

Only very recently have the activities
in the three sectors been considered by
city authorities to be relevant within
the context of employment policies.

Despite insuffi cient understanding of
the employment effects, the project

found that the local authorities do rec-

ognise that there are emerging needs

leading to latent and potential demand

for improvements in the social quality

of life which will stimulate employ-

ment in the three sectors - not least due

to their high labour intensity and pre-

dicted low productive growth. It is at

the city level that these needs are most

intensive, where the greatest specificity
of measures are required, where the

authorities have a powerful role in the

supply oflocal goods and services, and

where they are able to provide alead-

ership role in co-ordinating relevant lo-

cal actors.

7.3. Project objectives

There were both similar and different
objectives for each ofthe three sectors.

Public services supply is driven by a
desire to improye the quality of the life
of the city's citizens, whether through

the provision of cultural activities, an

improved environment or greater social

cohesion. On the one hand, activities in
the cultural and environmental field
undertaken by city authorities are

largely driven by economic objectives.

On the other hand, activities relating to

personal services are more likely to be

driven by social objectives. However,

most city authorities see their image

served by improvements in all three ar-

eas and a critical element in economic

policy, especially in the context of at-

tracting investment and retaining high

earningArigh spending populations.

There is also a view that cultural and

environmental activities are instru-

ments of social cohesion and some

cities have begun to integrate activities
in these sectors into their social poli-

cies - notably Stockholm in all three

areas, Messina in the cultural field,

Amiens in personal services, and Dub-

lin in environmental activities. How-

ever, this bias towards social rather

than economic objectives is acknowl-
edged by the partners as potentially in-

herently weak - while the activities

may improve the store of humancapi-
tal, the jobs created may lack the char-

acteristics that will enable them to be

sustainable in an open competitive
market.

7.4. Distribution and characteristics

ofprojects

Of the 145 projects examined,43 were

cultural, 52 in the environment and 50

in personal services. The projects were

analysed according to the target em-

ployees rather than to the beneficiaries

of the services. 27o/o tat geted young

unemployed. One third were targeted

at young people and long term unem-

ployed and30o/o had no specific focus.

Funding for 70%o of the projects was

sourced at least partially from the city.

3\o/ohadEU funding andT}o/o and

| 5o/o hadnational and regional funding

respectively. Only 15% included pri-

vate funding and l7o/owerc self fi-
nancing. This was proportionately

similar across all three sectors.
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64%o were initiated by the local author-
ity of which 50% were managed by
them. The not for profit sector was pre-
sent in 40% of projects, private firms
present in 35 projects, other public or-
ganisations in 41 projects and 5 had
universities participating.

I. Cultural sector
In the cultural sector, projects related
in particular to events or forums with a

number focused on on-going perform-
ances and exhibitions. The primary
goal of most was training and em-
ployment creation and involved train-
ing schemes, the establishment of
academies and workshops, and the
creation of inter-city and transnational
networks. Culture and the arts are seen
as new emploSrment opportunities, a
way to integrate more disadvantaged
members of the community and as a
support for local economic and enter-
prise development. The universality of
the approaches adopted in the cultural
arena is also considered a strength for
its applicability across into other sec-
tors. The continuing dependence on
public funding and inability to proceed
to self funding of the majority of proj-
ects is noted, although the partners
claim that the results demonstrate new
public private partnership and new
funding models which suggest that a
moderate change is occurring.

The report supports other studies
which have indicated the need to in-
clude and be aware of the often larger
numbers of indirect and generated jobs
from direct cultural activitv.

II. Environmental sector
Of the 52 environmental projects, 20
are funded solely by the public sector
and 3 funded solely by the private
sector. The remainder comprise a mix
of public, private and not for profit

sector actors. 20 are concemed with
training, 11 with revitalising degradr:d
areas, and 17 with environmental up-
grading.

The findings of the partners are that the
majority remain unsustainable without
public funding even though a number
have tumover over 1 million E{IRO.
Little actual measurement of employ-
ment creation by projects takes place
and therefore funding and employment
creation cannot be correlated.

III. Personal services
In personal services, success is meas-
ured by the number ofjobs created and
the increase in employability of the
tar get population. Although proj ect
scope and status differ significantly
between northem and southem Europe,
the employment beneficiaries are re-
markably similar everywhere. Long
term and young unemployed in most
cases, with women and disabled in
some specific cases. Almost all are lo,w
skilled and need skills and qualifica-
tions access.

Projects tend to be publicly funded,
short term and unsustainable without
public support. This can make them
costly and careless of human capital.
Where the private sector is involved,
the partners find that the projects tend
to have more potential for multiplier
effect. However, it is recognised that
few are business oriented and there is ar

need for improved quality of proposals,
that are more strategically targeted,
with greater consideration for
sustainability and the long term, and
improved evaluation.
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7.5. Financial analYsis - some

tentative and sPeculative

results

Sources of finance are widely different

even in the same countries. This sug-

gests some room for manoeuwe in
raising funds autonomously. Taxation

is the most important source of revenue

for most cities and there is an inverse

relationship between local taxes and

transfers as sources of finance. Reve-

nue can also be financed bY own ac-

tivities, borrowing and capital and

credit. There is no clear Pattern
emerging between citY size and/or

range of competence and sources of fi-
nance. This raises the question - is

there a relationship between the effi-
ciency of local policies and the fi-
nancing system?

The role of the city in the local econ-

omy is indicated by its expenditure -

the higher the expenditure per capita,

the larger its role in the local economy.

In other words, the bigger the budget,

the bigger the degree of freedom at lo-

cal level. Expenditure differs hugely

between cities from nearly 6000 Euros

per head in some cities to 500 in oth-

ers. Most cities, however, have expen-

diture levels of between 1000-2000

Euros per head of population' It is not

yet clear why there are such differences

in spending as it does not appear to be

correlated either with competence or

size. The total amount of expenditure

on the three sectors differs significantly

between cities. In large cities, in gen-

eral, expenditure on all three sectors

together amounts to between 30-50%

of total expenditure, with culture being

the most important priority in most
' cities. In Swedish cities however' per-

sonal services are most likely to be the

most important and in Dublin and Bil-

bao, it is the territory and environment

category that receives the largest share.

Large differences emerged in the com-

position of expenditure. In cities where

the overall level of expenditure is low,

the category " general administration"

takes a high proportion of expenditure.

Some cities have high expenditure in

the "social" category apparently be-

cause of specific social difficulties
(Berlin) or policy (Helsinki). A high

proportion of expenditure on 'territory

and environment' in Dublin and Bilbao

may reflect the strong bias towards

economic objectives of these cities. All
cities were low on the category 'eco-

nomic and productive purposes.' This

may reflect the tendency for little di-

rect activity for objectives deemed

achievable within other categories.

All of these findings throw uP some

challenging questions. What are the

economic and social effects of these

big differences ? Are the latter related

to differences in national and regional

institutional arrangements? Do they re-

flect different roles of the public and

private sectors or perhaps different

composition of production and con-

sumption systems? Undoubtedly it is a

fact that bigger cities spend more than

smaller (and poorer) cities. But is local

expenditure a factor in increasing eco-

nomic disparities in EU cities? These

are questions which require further

work.

As far as the impact of local expendi-

ture on employment is concemed, this

is inevitably highest in cities which

have high local expenditure. One must

not, however, discount the influence of
the methodology/indicators of meas-

urement here. Most cities appear to

have some imPact on about l0o/o of
employment. It is never less than 5%
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and in Berlin, Gothenburg and Helsinki
is as high as 40o/o of total employment.
As might be expected, the highest em-
ployment expenditure tends to be
found in those areas where local ex-
penditure is highest.

7.6. Recommendations

The fullowing best practice character-
istics comprise the key recommenda-
tions from the project:

1. Development activities in all three
sec,tors clearly impact on employ-
ment and the impact on new sus-
tainable jobs needs to be measured.

2. There should be simultaneous
stimulation of services supply and
employment opportunities.

3. Projects must target real needs and
not compete with existing supply.

4. Supply must be of high quality and
sustained in competitive market
conditions.

5. Where projects focus on employ-
ability, entrepreneurship and unem-
ployment prevention, training
should be a priority.

6. Diverse sources of funding are
needed.

7. Partnership rather than reliance on
the public or private sector alone is
preterred.

8. The focus should be on the creation
of sustainable jobs within the pri-
vate sector.

9. Inter-city exchanges and co-opera-
tive activities benefit from formal
exchange mechanisms.
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PROJECT NAME: ESTEP

THE DEF'INITION OF LOCAL
TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT
STRATEGIES INVOLVING
TECHNOLOGY PARIG

THE LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
AND INNOVATION STRATEGY -
LEIS

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project had five main objectives:

o To determine the methodologies
and systems required to promote

training and employment in mu-
nicipalitieS that have a technology
park within their area.

r To design local economic strategies

for the promotion of business infra-
structure and human capital devel-

opment to meet the needs of high
value added businesses in technol-

3. BACKGROUND

There is global recognition that tech-

nology parks have an impact on their
local area in terms of the businesses

they host and the new human resources

requirements they generate within the
park and as a result of their innovation
activities. Park developments are a part

of local technological planning and

strategically belong within a coherent
framework of local economic and so-

cial policies. Parks are no longer seen

as a spontaneous phenomenon but as

having a central role in promoting in-
novation, technological development,

o To analyse different approaches

and situations regarding the rela-

tionship between innovation, local
competitiveness, the technology
parks and promotion of local em-
ployment.

o To communicate this strategy so as

to enhance the involvemertt of local

businesses, local authorities and the

technology park in alocal area.

o To define a local employment
strategy linking local development
of innovation with employment
creation (Local Employment and

Innovation Strategy, LEIS)

2. COUNTRIES
INVOLVED/PARTNERS

An international network led by the

Local Development Agency "El Raso",

Boecillo, Spain with the active partici-
pation of the Technology Park of Cas-

tilla y Leon. The other partners were:

modernisation of industry, and the

creation of new employment.

This project examines the role of tech-

nology parks and the process of inno-
vation and the impact of both on

employment. It looks at how this might
be used to leverage wider employment

creation in the local area. Park devel-

opments are placed within the context

of an active employrnent policy spe-

cifically related to the creation ofhigh
value added, innovative companies and

the re-engineering of existing produc-

tion processes.

The aim of the technology park is to

serye as a centre for the spread and co-

ogy

France ADANE, Nevers. Local Development Agency

Finland Oulu Technopolis, Oulu. Technology Park

Portugal Madeira Technopole. Technology Park

Italy Csata Novus Tecnopolis, Bari. Technology Park

Greece Thessaloniki Technology Park.
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ordination of research and industrial
activities and of training and leaming
processes, giving rise to steady, pro-
gressive and cumulative processes of
technological innovation. Technology
parks are driven by and strive for inno-
vation. Innovation has a direct impact
on employment and ideally employ-
ment and innovation should be mutu-
ally enhancing.

However, the impact of innovation on
employment is not always immediately
positive. Early impact of innovation
may lead to a negative impact on em-
ployment as technology supersedes un-
competitive practices. However,
innovation also leads to training, mo-
bility, llexibility and specialisation and
acts as an important new source of
added value and growth. Innovation,
through technology development and
adoption, leads to new professional
profiles. Where this occurs in an envi-
ronment with a capacity to anticipate
change, innovation and employment
are further benefited. Thus, human re-
sources adaptation to technological
change must be an on-going process.

At local level, technology parks are a
locus for the convergence of innova-
tion, technology, territory, enterprises
and local agents. However the speci-
ficity o1'the context (sectors, local en-
vironment, relationship and integration
of the park within local area economic
and social life, adaptive capacity etc.)
means that no single park model can be
put forward and the spatial impact will
differ from local area to local area. The
project's approach was to use each
partner example as a reference rather
than a model to be copied and trans-
planted.

4. FEATURES OF THE PROJECIT

The partnership comprises representa-
tives of both local development agen-
cies and technology parks. Using thei;r
own experiences as well as studies and
data on other technology parks arouncl
the world, they analysed and describe,l
the key features of technblogy parks irn

terms of the process of innovation and
their contribution to employment.

It examined the convergence between
innovation and employment polices
and developed a model of Local De-
velopment and Employment Strategier;
which they recommend for the future.
Its basic elements are detailed and a
description prepared which clearly dis-
tinguishes between the two systems -
innovation and employment - their
common areas, their respective proc-
esses and where convergence takes
place.

5. KEY FINDINGS

5.1. The potential of technology
parks

Until recently, technology parks did
not directly address the issue of em-
ployment and references to the local
context were virtually nil. Two trends
are at work to change this. Firstly,
there is increasing recognition that
there are different ways to deal with
unemployment and a need for a more
multi-sector, multi-actor, multi-disci-
plinary approach. Second, decentrali-
sation, increasingly active local
policies, and interaction between part-
ners and agents at local level have
stimulated interest in the potential of
the parks and their integration into 1o-

cal strategies. It has generated debate
around:
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1. The impact of innovation policies
on employment policies.

2. The impact on employment polices

of industrial policies designed to
stimulate new companies.

3. The impact of local policies on

employment polices.

Within this context, especially points 2

and 3 above, parks have significant
unexploited potential through the gen-

eration of new businesses, bringing in-
novation to existing businesses,

helping to attract mobile business, and

helping to attract services and support
firms for new and relocated business.

The special role of technology parks in
o creating and developing a network

of interaction between businesses

and academic institutions,
o promoting and attracting new com-

panies to the regional context,

o stimulating the incorporation of
new technologies into production
sectors,

o transfer of new technology between
new and existing businesses.

- suggest that parks can and should be-

come a significant instrument in local

employment policies.

The'irurovative' components of parks

strategies offer additional tools for
more traditional local enterprise devel-

opment. At the same time, technology
parks as innovative environments,

serve as special instruments capable of
bringing innovation into the market by
providing a set of infrastructures
needed to foster processes and entre-

preneurial innovation and to nurture

new employment initiatives. These in-
clude new intangible supports such as

information, the search for collabora-

tors, and access to new sorts offi-
nancing.

By linking innovation and employment
policies technology parks can help:

The specific characteristics of innova-

tion processes mean that employment

support measures adopted to promote

companies with a certain technological

level take on special forms that are

quite distinct from those of traditional
measures.

These differences are e.g. related to:

1. Human resources, where there is

generally a higher investment in
training within a climate of risk and

innovation,

Technology parks can bring their spe-

cific contribution of innovation to
guidance in creating new companies,

maintaining and stimulating a process

of interactive communication between

science, technology and market sys-

tems as well as developing the training
required to respond effectively to the

opportunities presented through inno-
vation. The innovation process co-or-

dinates all actors and activities
involved in intervention, research, de-

velopment, and marketing processes.

o promotmg an en It,
Capitalise on R&D developments - incorporatinglew technology into s

Define skills required by labour and design curricular profiles

Create an entrepreneurial innovat ve climate

Invest and provide technological nfrastructure

Support financing - start up capital

Foster ioint ventures

frwiOe specialist services through Business Innovation C"ttIgt @ICt)
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2. Innovative environments which
promote an innovative enterprising
atmosphere and culture - conditions
easier to achieve in a small physi-
cal space than within the sphere of
tra<litional employment policies.

3. An increased need for specialised
infirrmation and interaction be-
tween the innovative environment,
the economic and social agents and
the businesses themselves.

5.2, The relationship between in-
novation and employment

The prcrject reports on the ESTEP part-
ners' experiences of the relationship
between innovation and employment.

r Castillo y Leon Technology Park
is linked to three municipalities of
the provinc ial capital, Valladolid.
In1996, the three municipalities set
up the El Raso Association (local
development agency) with the ob-
jective of improving the human re-
sources in the locality in order to
meet the needs of businesses in the
park. The siting of the technology
park has significantly increased the
population since it began opera-
tions with a growth from 2.600 to
4.400 and a change in the local
population structure with 51 .3o/o of
resiclents now from outside the
area. Levels of income have im-
prol,'ed (although differences be-
tween local urban and rural
populations are problematic) and
unemployment is low. Their pri-
mary objective is to diversify re-
gional industry and create a new
entrepreneurial spirit.

o Oulu Technopolis has, within a

decade. become a hub for the tele-
communications and electronics
sector. It has seen an influx of

lar ge, intemational technology
companies led by Nokia into the
park. Established as the first tech-
nology park in the Nordic countries
over 15 years ago, it is adjacent to
the University of Oulu and the
Oulu laboratories of the Technical
Research Centre of Finland. The
majority of the park companies ari:
in the telecommunications, elec-
tronics or software sector. 2.500
work at the Technopolis and the
park's management also operates
the Oulu Centre of Expertise pro-
gramme which aims to promote
new business activity in the region.
It supports interaction among re-
search and training activities and
companies and is focused on elec-
tronics, information, medical tech-
nologies and biotechnology. A
critical element of their strategy is
that innovation and employment
must both have an anticipatory
character and training must be par-
allel to the innovation process.

Csata Tecnopolis Novus Ortus,
Bari is within the Puglia region,
where there is an urgent require-
ment to introduce new technologieri
and generate a new innovative
culture to improve production pro-
cesses and skills. The technology
park, established in 1989, has re-
cently been brought together in a
local territorial partnership with the
City of Bari, the regional employ-
ment agency and other territorial
agents to cover all aspects of em-
ployment, innovation policies and
training and support for SMEs. The
technology park is primarily con-
cerned with transforming R&D re-
sults locally into innovative
products and services. It has two
main goals, to organise the provi-
sion of services and supply in-
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cluding training for innovation, and

to directly market certain innova-
tion services particularly in high
tech areas. Through the services of
Creazione d'Impresa, it has sup-
ported the establishment of 50 new
companies in sectors such as auto-

mation and production manage-

ment, multimedia and video-
graphics, information management,

telematics and information serv-

ices.

Nevers is situated between the cit-
ies of Paris and Lyon. The Nevers
Magny Cours Technology Park
works mainly with networks spe-

cialising in technology, business
support etc. A technological re-
sources centre and a strategic re-
sources centre were established in
1998 to promote technology trans.
fer between companies and tech-
nology centres as well as in
production processes.

With a strong tourism base, the
Madeira island authorities have

nonetheless recognised the need for
diversification of the economy. The
Madeira Technology Park was
created to promote an environment
for R&D and provides information
in marketing, management and

technical support. It also facilitates
access to financial resources and

international networks. It supports

sectoral training for example, in
telecommunications, and, working
with the university, contributes to
regional development policy
through a focus on human re-
sources development.

The Thessalonika Technology
Park is situated in the region of
central Macedonia. Although re-
gional economic performance has

been good, investment in R&D and

new technologies has been low.
The aim of the park is to support
the restructuring of the local pro-
duction systems towards new in-
dustrial and high tech fields. This is
part of the regional technology plan
where the prime objective is to in-
crease technological know-how and

promote entrepreneurial strategies.

Importance is attached to training
in innovation, export and risk man-
agement. Established formally as a

technology park in 1994, there has

been a focus on technology transfer
and training.

5.3. Linking innovation and em-
ployment policies

The ESTEP partner's findings are that
integration of innovation with em-
ployment canbe achieved through two
basic elements - technology parks and

local partnerships. To date, the role for
most ESTEP partners has been to assist

in the diversification of the industrial
base through innovation and the crea-

tion of new firms. The technology
park is seen as a tool of innovation
policy based on the promotion of tech-

nology transfer between firms and

technology centres and into production
processes in which licences and patents

are developed.

Training services are also important in
anticipating new skill needs and devel-
oping new skill profiles. Other related
activities include seminars and aware-

ness promotion events/initiatives for
actors on and off the park in the local
area. Within international networks.
parks play an important role in internal
and extemal communication not least

in their role as BICs and Innovation
Relay Centres. Innovation services in-
clude the supply of information, guid-
ance, training, brokerage, planning,
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project development, evaluation, pat-
enting etc.

5 . 4. Lo cal p artnerships

Local partnerships play an increasingly
important role in the parks activities as

the latter work with local actors to
bring coherence to local development
and employment strategies. However,
there are quite significant regional dif-
ferencers. For example, partnerships are
very strong with close relationships
with local authorities in Oulu, Castilla
y Leon, and Puglia but much less so in
Nevers and Thessalonika. Private part-
ners, especially the businesses in the
parks, are critical partners as they are
key agents in carrying out innovation.
They ar:e vital in the design of innova-
tion as well as its implementation.
Their inclusion also means their human
resources needs are taken into'account
and anticipated in the best partnerships,
and in terms of training, R&D, and
technology transfer, they are at the
centre of partnership initiatives. A
critical instrument within parks which
is also extended to players outside
some parks, is networking through
seminars and other tools to communi-
cate ancl study the needs of local firms.
In general, chambers of commerce do
not appear to play a strong role in park
partnerships or a pro-active role in in-
novation. They can, however, play a

useful role as conduits for information
in stimulating local entrepreneurs.
Universities are vital elements in park
partnerships and the innovation process
and provide an important contribution
in education and training, R&D and
technology transfer.

5.5, The Local Employment and
Innovation Strategy

Based on the experiences and practices
of the ESTEP partners, a theoretical
model for a Local Employment and IrL-

novation Strategy (LEIS) is presented,

To start with, local employment and
innovation strategies combine policiesl,
systems, spaces and instrurnents which
have hitherto neither spontaneously
come together nor been deliberately
engineered to do so. The projectpart-
ners conclude that as employment
benefits from irmovation, so innovation
is expanded with employment creatiorL

as a new strategic component. This
confers a unity on the strategy, as it is
the local environment which deter-
mines the orientation of the innovation
strategy and thus LEIS connects inno-
vation with the territorv from which it
emerges.

The LEIS is defined as
'the system within thefield of employ-
ment and innovation capable of co-or-
dinating and administering the
combination of indep endently designecl
and implentented strategies of dffirent
spatial and temporal processes and of
dffirent territories and areas of ac-
tivities'.

The objective is to create processes
which support local job creation within
innovative business environments. The
locality should have some or all of the
following characteristics :

o Proximity to an innovation envi-
ronment from which it is possible
to transfer technology and techno-
logical innovations into businesses

o Institutional level active policies
for production support
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o Public and private agents directed . The provision of high quality
at enhancinglocal interaction training

' coherently. Many institutions are

LEIS' aim to build bridges and con- common to both although it may be

vergence strategies between the two that different parts of different institu-
processes - innovation and employ- tions deal with the two processes sepa-

ment. It is necessary, however, in the rately.
first instance to understand the ele-
ments of each system, how it actually ,

works and how both might be managed

o Surveying and monitoring job mar-
Although not straightforward or linear, ket
the innovation process may be summa- o Attraction and reception of unem-
rised as: ployed
o Conception & R&D o Definition of training and/or inser-
o Production tion opportunities
o Marketing o Supporting and implementation of
o Distribution insertion
r Transfer and intesration 

The partners recognise that it will be a

On the other hand, the job creation complex process to interface the two

process could be summarised as: processes at the critical points but sug-

The basic elements of a LEIS:

A distinguishable innovation process and a specific framework for employment creation
A process of applying technology transfer to the production systems

The convergence of different policies on employment and a culture and willingness to
seek synergy
New forms and instruments of public intervention in employment creation which are

close to commercial reality and where the specificity of solutions is evident and broadly
accepted

A local performance framework
Technology parks playing a driving role in employment creation

The innovation system The employment system
Research institutions - university, technology
centre, institutes

Employment and unemployment support
orsanisations

Training organisations - universities and

vocational training agencies, public and
private

Training organisations - universities and

vocational training agencies, public and
private

Public sector institutions - national, regional,
local and other public and quasi public
asencies.

Public sector institutions - national.
regional, local and other public and quasi

public agencies

Financial institutions The third sector

Industri al and business supp ort organisations The voluntary sector

Companies The unemployed
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gest that sophisticated management is
the ke1' to achieving convergence. This
requires leadership; active local par-
ticipation by all key players in innova-
tion and employment processes -

linked as appropriate through the dif-
ferent phases ofthe processes; and a

clear definition of territorial framework
in which the institutional environment
for convergence will be established.

5.6 Recommendations

The recommendations of the project
take the form of the different phases of
establishing and implementing a LEIS.

Phase .1 - Determining the terrain:
Local actors define a territorial space

of sufficient critical mass and homoge-
neity to make it feasible to establish an

LEIS. Synergies and duplications in in-
stitutional activities need to be identi-
fied and clear and explicit articulation
of the differences in employment and
innovation strategies highlighted.

Phase 2 -Localnetworking : Formal
institutional arrangements need to be
established as well as less formal net-
works of agents. The latter should be
an evolving process rather than formal
structures but should be evidently and
early operationalised.

Phase 3 - Set up network and define
components of LEIS: This comprises
three stages, diagnosis, the develop-
ment of an action plan, and defining
and refining the strategies. Strategies
will include:

o anticipatory strategy to ac-

company training
o anticipatory strategy for

creation of companies
o strategy for promoting

business services.

Phase 4 - Direct work on the grouncl:
There needs to be clear input, local
awareness and support, local consensus

and proactive intervention for both
business and the unemployed.
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PROJECT NAME: HEADWAYS

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The primary goal of this project was to
identify and further good practice in
inserting unemployed people and
similar disadvantaged groups in the la-
bour force into the environmental sec-

tor. Development and employment
growth potential was considered to be

strong in the sub-sectors of waste man-
agementlrecycling, ecological services,
ecological construction and restoration
work, energy and environmental tech-
nology and green jobs in a rural envi-
ronment.

Further specific goals included
o enabling key players to evaluate

better the impact and transferability
of their project,

o dissemination of successful con-
cepts for training insertion and em-
ployment through the partner
network,

. awareness raising among policy
makers at regional, national and

supranational levels.

2. COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

The project was undertaken by the co-
operation partners and members of
EVA (Environmentally sustainable
projects - Vocational training - Action
in the community). EVA is a network
of 30 agencies for employment and

training in 10 EU Member Countries.
The project was co-ordinated by e3,

Verein fur Europiiische Quali frzierung
e.V. which also undertook part of the
research.

3. BACKGROUND

The partners consider that no general

agreement as to the definition of the

environmental sector has been reached
yet, and consequently, no statistical re-

cords are available. What is clear from
the available data is that it is a growing
sector, both in terms of value and
numbers employed, and there are

emerging new job opportunities for
unemployed target groups.

The partners contend that environ-
mental policies exert 'considerable in-
fluence' on developments in the market
through mechanisms such as public
expenditure and the enforcement of
environmental standards. Environ-
mental problems or new legislation
bring pressure on regional infrastruc-
tures and act as a critical driver for the

further expansion and development of
eco-industries. In addition, the con-

tinuing evolution of environmental
policy, supported by the use of Com-
munity Structural Funds pushes the
development of this industry.

EU Member States are divided into
two categories; pioneering countries
with well established mechanisms for
environmental protection (largely
northern European) and countries
whose policies are still in the develop- .

ment stage. Countries in the latter
group are likely to follow the employ-
ment growth of more advanced coun-
tries in sectors such as waste

management and wat6r supply and

distribution, stimulated by policy and

legislation. These are opportunities for
the unemployed to find new jobs in
new industries. On the other hand,

these are already well developed in
countries with advanced strategies and
policies for environmental protection,
and emptroyment initiatives will, in
future, extend to new opportunities for
jobs in sectors hitherto ignored by en-

vironmental euidelines. such as the use
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of renewable energies in plumbing, gas

fittings and heating systems.

Most employment schemes in the envi-
ronmental field are currently under-
taken by or involve a heterogeneous
group of non-profit organisations that
might be described as the Third Sector.
Some are paid jobs, a number are un-
paid community activities.

Existing employment projects are clas-
sified as:

1. Employment and training projects
run directly or indirectly by gov-
emment and driven by labour mar-
ket objectives and usually part ofor
regulated according to schemes that
are not necessarily specific in in-
dustry focus.

2. Projects run by self-help groups,

mairrly unregulated and driven by
values such as solidarity, social
work and self-govemment where
ecological aims are linked to the
struggle against social discrimina-
tion.

3. Employm'ent and training schemes
' as part ofecologically sound proj-

ects for regional development
linking environmental issues to
complex strategies for economic
growth often incorporating in their
networks representatives of both the
above two groups.

4. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

The project's starting hypotheses were:
o Ecologically minded employment

schemes can open new markets for
sustainable industrial activities. They
may pre-date industrial and structural
policies.

e With adequate educational standards
and funding mechanisms, wide-rang-
ing opportunities in the environmental
sector can be found for people at a

, disadvantage in the mainstream labour
market. The environmentallv friendlv

and future oriented character of thesr:

new technologies constitutes an addi-
tional motivation to join a training
course and seek a new job.

r I funding policy with well defined
targets is fundamental for the succesrs

of ecologically sound and innovative
employment schemes. One pre-requi-
site is the adjustment of the political
framework to take account of a more
rational use of energy and natural re-
sources.

26 projects put forward by the partners
were examined for indicators of good
practice taking account of the follow-
ing:

1. Combining environmental and em-
ployment aims at the top of an

agenda for sustainable development.
2. Set in the context of a regional of

local economic system.
3. Successful promotion of the partici-

pants throughout the project.

Based on project reports, including in-
formation on the framework, results,
factors for success and future pros-
pects, 12 were f'ound to be of an exem-
plary nature.

The focus of the subsequent analysis
was to find the most labour intensive
fields of employment; to identify the
relevance of the specific experiences
for mainstreaming; to draw out the key
factors for success; to forecast required
changes in political frameworks so as

to optimise impact of the projects ex-
amined; and to create conditions for
dissemination of good practice.

In describingthe 72 case studies the
followihg structure was applied:
. The context
o A description of the case

o Evaluation according to good prac-
tice criteria
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. Including potential for transfer-
abllity

o Factors ofsuccess and opportuni-
ties for improvement

o The main lessons learned.

5. KEY FINDINGS

5.1. Linking objectives and strat-

egy

The partners emphasise the importance
of a clear strategy taking account of the

context of the project, and linking the

main focus of the project to other so-

cial and economic factors and drivers.
Examples of good strategic thinking
include linking demand or poten-

tial/latent demand to supply, and link-
ing skill shortages to training
programmes. Ideally, the project
should be set clearly within a wider
more complex strategy of local and re-
gional development. The partners sup-

port the devolution of public agencies

to the local regional level and recom-
mend that they be given the opportu-
nity to examine and respond to new
work organisation and funding models
which are innovative and flexible and

which would help to support the devel-
opment of the environmental sector

and employment.

Where the main driver was an envi-
ronmental rather than employment ob-
jective, the projects represented a real
ecological response to challenges
posed by environmental issues, or
pressure brought on them by the intro-
duction of new guidelines, or by new
market trends. Emphasis is placed on
good links to environmental groups

and lobbyists in order to be accepted as

a credible contributor to policy and
practice development. Thus, good

marketing and public relations are con-

sidered extremely important aspects of
a successful project.

1. Employment and training
Employment opportunities in the envi-
ronmental field are considered attrac-

tive and a motivating factor for most of
tfe target groups and a real chance to
get a real job. Conversely, the partners

reckon that the vocational training
systems in general have been very slow
to embrace environmental issues both
in terms of new skill profiles and in
terms of integrating environmental is-
sues within mainstream training pro-
grammes. This, along with, for
example the absence inmany cases of
formal accreditation of training, pro-
vides a de-motivating factor for the in-
dividuals involved as well as

employers.

The most successful projects are where
legislation and regulation leverage de-

mand for training and trained employ-
ees - linking the training to real SME
needs is critical if the target groups are

to find sustainable employment. Suc-

cess seems to be predicated on the

emergence of a development strategy

that takes account of stimulating and

supporting demand for environmental
seryices and products and supporting
and aligning supply within an inte-
grated regional policy.

2. Sustainable employment - open
market or third sector?
Sustainability remains a problem. Pub-

lic subsidies were essential to carry out
the majority of projects and 18 out of
the original26 were co-financed by the

EU.17 of them offered products or
services on the market and 12 of them
were able to fund a fraction of their
costs from their own retums.
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Accordingly, the partners consider
three options for development projects
in the environmental area.

1. They may be mainstreamed at a
more developed stage into the open
market,

2. They may be part of the activities
of the third sector,

3. They may remain within the com-
petence of the public authorities.

It is found that employment schemes of
different kinds are opening up new
fields of activity that have not yet
reached a full degree of marketability
and may pave the way for a change by
providing the framework for a new
policy in environmental and education
matters. This in itself may stimulate
the market once products and services
reach the stage where they are devel-
oped enough to be marketed. The part-

3. Job creating conditions - and
barriers
The examples of good practice demon-
strate the value of placing projects
aimed at solutions for unemployment
firmly in the context of social and eco-
nomic development and within the web
of formal and informal systems and
networks operating within loca1 devel-
opment. Good practice projects have

ners express concem however, that the
original job creation effect may be di-
minished by the approach adopted by
private sector companies once they
have fully commercialised the activity.
Consequently, the partners propose
that ecologically minded employment
schemes use their technological ad-
vantage to secure employment for their
target groups either by finding new
jobs for skiiled participants in the ex-
isting private sector, or by developing
their own niche market within the
framework of a partially subsidised
third sector.

All projects were focused on re-skilling
or training unemployed persons in a
vaiety of environmental activities. The
table summarises the employment out-
come of some of the programmes.

leamed to raise public awareness and
support for the project's goals.

Other elements of good practice are:

o Understanding the real needs of lo-
cal enterprises

o Good interdependent links across
all players in a region/local area

o Quality training design and sus-

tained support (including transition
training to work strategies)

Country Activity Employment
France Waste re-cycling Agency 23

UK Re-construction of former
coal mining district 3 Full Time and 50 Part

time
Denmark Training of environmental

technicians for firms t7
Portugal Heritage restoration

through training in
traditional craft skills

15 per training prograrnme
- all employed

Germany Solar Energy project 25 - rn employment or self
employment
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. Accreditation relevant to the labour

market
o Care in selection of participants

and recipient employing enterprises

o Broader training including job

seeking skills and where appropri-

ate, business skills

The project partners concluded that

particular job creation opportunities for

their target groups were found in an-

ticipating new environmental legisla-

tion and adjusting to resulting market

demand either in sectors neglected by
local industries or by tapping new em-

ployment niches within local markets.

In contrast, the main obstacles to em-

ployment developme nt arc considered

to be the following:
o Weak demand for serv-

ices/products.
r Inflexibilityandinappropriateness

of existing financial instruments'

o The short term nature and lack of
sustained vocational training
funding and Programmes.

r Bureaucracy and comPlexitY of
employment instruments.

. Fragmentation in roles of Public
agencies.

o Poor co-ordination with and among

public agencies.

r Insufficient co-operation with em-

ployers.

o Slow speed of integration of EU

environmental Policies.

5.2. Recommendations

The overall recommendations from the

project include:

1. The pace of imPlementation of EU

environmental laws needs to be
. speeded up and the general aware-

ness building and suPPort for a

change in policies, attitudes and be-

haviour to be given fresh imPetus.

2. The public sector needs to lead the

way.
3. Funding policies aimed at promot-

ing employment and develoPment

activities need better co-ordination

and specificity to the regional con-

text.
4. Regional networks for employment

and sustainable develoPment must

be stimulated by adequate guide-

lines and funding schemes.

5. Key players at local, regional, na-

tional, and supranational level need

to co-operate much more closelY.

6. Jraining institutions need to be

more closely linked with local proj-

ect players including public agen-

cies so that their Provision can be

fully tailored to the Project's
requirements.

7. A strategy to support increased dis-

semination of the activities in this

field should be develoPed and re-

sults recorded and taken into ac-

count by mainstream labour market

policies.
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PROJECT NAME: IMED _
DEVELOPMENT AND
EMPLOYMENT

I. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

This research action aimed at analysing
and exchanging know-how and good
practice in local development and em-
ployment between three regions in
France, Italy and Spain. Specifically, it
sets out to identify, disseminate and
transfer good practice within the
themes:

enterprise employment policies;
active policies of management of
the labour market;

. employment creation initiatives
at the local level,

The project was built on the hypothesis
that regional differences in economic
development and social structure (in-
cluding administrative culture and ne-
gotiation systems) mean that good
practices correspond to the specificity
of the context. Nevertheless, the les-
sons from each region's case studies
can also enrich and improve good
practice in each of the other regions.
Furthermore, transfer is not only from
the most developed to the least; less
well developed regions often activate
innovative intervention schemes,
sometimes becoming laboratories of
new policies for wider local develop-
ment and employment. The partici-
pants thus used the range of very
different experiences in the case stud-
ies to create composite best practice
models.

2, COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

France (Rhone-Alpes)" Spain (Extre-
madura), Italy (Sardinia)

3. BACKGROUND

Although unemployment is a common
problem it can have different causes
and characteristics at local level. The
three regions represent three stages o1

economic development:

Rhone-Alpes : a mature diversified
industrial economy, advanced service
industry and agriculture. The latter,
though important has a much reduced
employment role. - Good practice
cases which aimed to increase the
number employed by reducing and re-
organising work time and in meeting
new social needs of workers were ex-
amined.

Sardinia: in an intermediate position
where the process of industrialisation
has reached a certain level and where
tourism offers the most encouraging
perspectives of growth. - .Local proj-
ects provided cases ofgood practice
for examination in relation to the third
theme - activate the process of local
development by increasing employ-
ment opportunities.

Extremadura: agriculture is the most
important sector, with a weak indus-
trial sector typical of an economy in an

early stage of development. Here, ex-
amined cases related to investing in
human resources and guaranteeing pro-
fessional insertion as a condition to ac-
tivate processes and projects of
development and employment.

All regions have suffered an accelera-
tion of unemployment in the 1990s but
the structure of unemployment and the
unemployed is different and has differ-
ent causes in each region. In Rhone-
Alpes, the unemployed tended to be
over 50 years ofage andlor long term
unemployed. By contrast, in Extre-
madura, they were more likely to be
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younger and have a high proportion of
women. In Sardinia, similar to Extre-

madura, unemployment is more likely
to be ofyounger persons (<30) and

women. Furthermore, the majority of
unemployed have never worked, sug-

gesting a particularly marked absence

of employrnent opportunities'

A wide range of policies and instru-

ments are utilised to resolve these re-

gional challenges. However, one

common feature is that interventions

and measures adopted uP until now

have focused on alleviating unem-

ployment but have had little serious

impact on the problem of employrnent.

Most have been developed at national

level and are increasingly influenced at

a European level.

4. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

The project began bY defining good

practice as: having behaviours, inter-

vention methodologies and manage-

ment systems which take advantage of
macroeconomic htowledge in order to

optimise policies, resources and in-

struments at the structural and micro-

economic level.

Cases of good practice were identified

according to criteria such as:

1. Launching of new lines of action

while at the same time activating the

necessary consensus to translate the

actions into a common Project.
2. Involving a plurality of actors from

organisations and individuals (pub-

lic and private, economic and social,

sectoral and individual enterprises)

into a common Project.
3. Identification of potential resources

and unexpressed needs caPable of
being translated into opportunities

for economic develoPment and em-

ployment growth.

Formation of a culture or cultural

climate favourable to new tYPes of
intervention.
Envisioning emploYment creation

which is expressed at a high level of
consensus by collective interest (in-

stitutions, local population, work-

ers' groups, enterprises).

5. KEY FINDINGS

5. 1. Characteristics of good prac-

tice

The local dimension
The local nature of the good practice

cases applies not just to the point of
execution of policies and decisions

taken at a superior level, but has a di-

mension which interprets policies and

exploits instruments in a particular

manner, and in doing so sometimes

adds considerable value added to the

policies and national and regional (and

thus community) systems and plans of
action. Good practice must reflect local

conditions - social and working condi-

tions, fields of employment, sectors,

size andtypology of enterprises, level

and quality of investment, all of which

may differ. Good practice also recog-

nises that regions are diverse in terms

of labour market dYnamics and eco-

nomic development legacy and poten-

tial.

One effect of policies focused on local

development is that they modify the

role and influence of Public agen-

cies/administrations' It is essential to

focus on new activities in new sectors

and employment fields, which may re-

quire a change and improvement in the

capacity oflocal agencies. It is also

important to note the influence of na-

tional/ central policies which may de-

grade or support local development -

4.

5.
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too centralised and they may not be
able to take account of local market
conditions with the result of poor po-
lices irr general and little support for
local development.

Good practice adopts a mix of instru-
ments and initiatives suitable to locai
conditions, it addresses development
and employirent together and delivers
on new enterprises, better conditions
for enterprise development, new enter-
prise types, different working arrange-
ments iand new and different types of
work.

Players
Local actors must be the initiators and
responsible for the identification of
projects. According to the case studies,
two broad groups, local administra-
tions and trades unions emerge as vital
to thp process. Although traditionally
both have been considered to have
played a weak role in employment
creation, the case studies evidence a
change and the emergence of a signifi-
cant resource on which to build for the
future.

The involvement of the social partners
is critical. In particular, in respect of
the trades unions, a significant change
appears to have developed in the atti-
tude of the unions towards safeguard-
ing existing employment and at the
same tirne, contributing towards the
creation of new employment and its
distribut,ion between genders and gen-
erations.

Supporting employment and the
conditions for employment
There is a need to simplify public aids
and instruments, improve the selection
of destinations for them and prioritise
measures which aim at employment
rather than compensating unemploy-

ment. In the context of strengthening
employment, there is a need to re-order
the relations between local and central
authorities and to differentiate betweern

actions which give access to employ-
ment through enterprises (insertion,
training etc.) and actions which aim to
create and maintain employment by
enterprises.

New types of instruments directly
stimulating employment emerged :

. creating new forms of employment
e.g. proximity services and green
jobs

o the apprenticeship and retraining of
groups at risk in sectors of indus-
trial change

o indirect support ofenterprise proj-
ects or creating environmental con-
ditions for enterprise development.

5.2. Local and European dimen-
sions aligned

The project partners propose that good
practice has a number of important di-
mensions in the context of local condi-
tions and needs and a European
employment strategy. Within the three
regions, theory and practice are most
closely aligned in the most advanced
region - Rhone-Alpes. Alignment is
most evident in the context of devel-
opments which minor ne\I/ employ-
ment fields of the European
community, such as territorial pacts,
experimental actions and criteria for
national actions plans. Thus, good
practice is increasingly seen to be
European practice.

The quality and competence/
responsibility of the regional and
national agencies/ institutions involved
is evident from the case studies as an
important influence on the success of
any regional development strategy.
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5.3. The case studies

Case 1: La Escuelas Talleres y Cusus

de OJicios - Extremadara (Alconchel)
This was part of a national programme

for 'schools' and 'craft workshops'
aimed at young, low educated and un-
skilled early school leavers. The un-

employment rate of this particular
target group was very high (50%) and

their employability was severely re-

stricted with low educational achieve-
ment and absence of skills. In addition,
the context was a small town with no
industrial infrastructure, a mainly agri-
cultural base and with small familv
enterprises.

Large numbers of schools and craft
workshops (Escuelas Talleres y Casas

de Oficios) were established through-
out the region and the one in the town
of Alconchel was examined for this
case study. The establishment of the

school and craft workshop were

stimulated by a national programme

but demanded and supported by local
players and in particular, the local

council and trade unions. The aim was

to identiff heritage and cultural sites

and to respond to the shortage of tradi-
tional skills such as carpenters, stone-

masons etc. which were difficult to
find locally. By using the restoration of
heitage sites for the development of
craft skills among the young peoPle,

the initiative had the multiple objec-
tives and achievement of training and

professionalising them and restoring
local cultural sites. This fitted within
the national objectives of the Escuelas

initiative:
o social integration and professional

placement of the target group

o training of people really needed in
labour markets

o second chance study/catch up op-
portunity

o promotion and dissemination of
restoration and conservation of
cultural heritage

o improved labour market informa-
tion,job search skills, entrepre-

neurship and management capacity

oftarget group

o stimulate/influencemechanisms
that integrate programmes into lo-
cal development and optimisation
of local resources

The beneficiaries were given initial vo-

cational training in the school, funded

and supported under anational training
initiative, followed by training and pro-

fessional experience both in the school

and at the workshop. The results were

70Yo employment 6'months after com-

pletion, a marked improvement in edu-

cation and professional skills of young

people, and excellent restoration of 1o-

cal sites.

The partners identified as strengths the

integration of the Escuelas into a
genuinely locally stimulated initiative,
and the involvement of many impor-
tant local players. Weaknesses were

listed as the resistance and or indiffer-
ence of local employers, the comple-

tion of development heritage work at

the end of the project period, and there-

fore insecurity of employment, and

questions about real employability of
youngsters.

In any further exploitation or dissemi-

nation, the need to work on follow up

and sustainability should be empha-

sised. This means re-inforcing the link-
ages befween those designing training
and arrangrng placements and those

working on integrated local develop-

ment. The Escuelas approach is cited in
other action research projects as an

important example of a well designed
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empbyment and social integration
progfamme.

Case.2: La Sociedades Anonimus
Loborales (SALES) Zafra SAL
This case concerns atype of Spanish
enterprise (SAL) which involves sig-
nificant worker share-holding while at
the sarne time involving private capital
and share-holding. They are a new type
of social enterprise differing from co-
operatives with a more market bias and
comprise 7Yo of all enterprises now in
the Estremadure region.

The ca.se at Zafra was an existing en-
terprise in the metallurgy industry
which was in heavy debt and with 80
jobs at stake. Taken over by the work-
ers, who spent three years looking for
investment, it was eventually decided
to change the enterprise to become a

SAL - largely to attract investment and
as a res;ult of some critical cultural
changes on the part of the staff and
unions.

With support from a regional public fi-
nance agency, the workers gained both
funds and guarantees, and assistance
(from both unions and local admini-
strations) in promoting and identifying
investors. The share capitalwas in-
creased and re-structured with the
workers having the majority share-
holding. SME grants and supports were
obtained for credit facilities, job crea-
tion grants, and other financial sup-
ports, urd specifically under provisions
for SAL,s, job grants for placements of
unemployed, as well as training aids
and technical assistance grants were
raised.

The main agents involved were the re-
gional public finance agency SOFIEX
and trades unions. The results have
been the continuation of the 80 iobs. an

additional 23 direct jobs and an esti-
mated 40 indirect jobs.

The SAL instrument in mixing workrlr
share-holding with private share-holcl-
ing allowed the necessary capital to b,e

raised. More importantly, the extra
benefits of the approach have been
heightened worker motivation, in-
creased enterprise spirit, improved
competitivity, greater work flexibility'
and a new management culture. By inL-

volving private investors, this innova-
tive enterprise offers a new middle
path between the private venture and
the social enterprise - reducing polari-
sation between market and social interr-
ests and bringing social management
of an enterprise into the economic
logic of the marketplace.

The partners consider the primary con-
straints to be that this type of interven-
tion is really only applicable with an
existing and by default, 'in crisis' en-
terprise. Another weakness identifi ed
in this case was what were seen to be
'unnecessary' complexities and delays
with procedures to obtain public fund-
ing instruments, which were thought tcr

have had a negative effect on the
search for investment.

Much more work needs to be under-
taken to see if these constraints can be
overcome, and if so, how? Such enter-
prises appear inevitably to require
public investment in order to leverage
capital from the private sector. How-
ever, the model offers a good starting
point to investigate and reflect on other
means of public financing. Finally, the
model must include a realistic
evaluation of the industry and the en-
terprise's potential to survive and
compete.
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Case 3: The reduction and re-
organisation of working time (Rhone
AIps region)
This case describes an attempt to re-

duce and re-engineer working time so

that jobs canbe created and improve-
ments made to take account of chang-

ing social patterns and economic
conditions.

The case was undertaken prior to the

implementation of the most recent
legislation, i.e. after the 1996 Robien
law but before implementation of the
1998 Aubry law. The case therefore
was set in a time of transition and some

of the more recent legal changes may
enforce what was attempted voluntar-
ilv.

The initiative brought together legal
requirements and financial incentives
designed at national level, comple-
mentary regional actions providing
expertise, mediation, and a facilitation
structure in order to operationalise the
law, independent technical support for
analysis and follow up and a control
function. The aim was to demonstrate

to employers and enterprise owners
that reducing work time, provided it
was set within a context of improved
strategic development for the enter-

prise and in the spirit of positive nego-
tiation, could bring about benefits for
the enterprise and employees and

achieve the national and tesional social

and political aims.

Key players were ARAVIS (Agence de

Rhone-Alpes pour la valorisation de

l'innovation sociale et I'am6lioration
des conditions de travail) which pro-
vided promotion, mediation and ex-
pertise, and the trades unions,
especially CFDT, which were a vital
participant in convincing employees

that the changes were neither threat-

ening to their jobs nor their remunera-

tion and who helped to ensure proper
process was adhered to in enterprise

level negotiation.

The results show the creation of some
jobs - 1800 in the period studied
(10196-02198), with a work time re-

duction for 13,000 employees. How-
ever, this accounted for only 250

enterprise accords - amounting to little
over loh of the regional employees.

The report argues that more subtle and

less easily measurable changes re-

sulted. These include a change in cul-
ture among employees and more
generally in the region towards reduced

working hours, and towards a better

balance between family life and work.
It is also possible that the process of
negotiated change which was funda-
mental to the initiative has helped to

bring about better employer/employee
relations in those enterprises that were

involved, has improved the negotiation
environment and general support for
greater competitiveness in enterprises

and has generally added to the com-

mitment to and the process of social

contract. However, it might also be ar-

gued that these changes would have

occurred in these enterprises anylvay.
The principal weakness was the scale

of the initiative which was very small
in the context of the region and thus

ineffective in bringing about mass

change.

Case 4: Proximity services (Rhone-

Alpes region)
Within this case, there are two projects

relating to the development of proxim-
ity services in very different environ-

ments but both stimulated by a desire

on the part of the enterprise workers

councils to demonstrate solidarity with
the unemployed.
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Case 4a: Rhone Poulenc
The workers' council in Rhone
Poulenc surveyed staff to see what in-
terest there would be in proximity.
services. Nearly a third responded
positively and the main interest was for
home cleaning and ironing services.
This lvas arranged with a nefwork of
associations in the region providing
such services - Qualidoffi, - and within
3 months, 228 so-called TitresrT were
sold. These titres operated similarly to
meal vouchers with a cost lower to the
purchaser than the face value. Com-
bined with the tax advantage, this pro-
vided a significant stimulus to the
demand for services. Armed with the
Titre, the purchaser was able to contact

Qualidom directly and arrange for the
services to be provided. The success of
the initiative, is attributed to genuine
stimulation of demand resulting in real
viability of the services and the quality
of the service provided, which guaran-
teed a supply of stable employment
and of trained secure professionals.

Cuse 4b: Evian
In Evian (a rural environment without
the benefits of a large working popula-
tion), the workers' council used a local
consultancy to advise on the most
likely sustainable proximity service.
This emerged as ironing services. The
council created one post and went on to
join forces with a local tourist hotel
and the mayor to establish an associa-
tion (INSERES) with a full time per-

17 Titre Emploi Service is a way for an enterprise
either directly or through its council to provide

employees with the benefits of proximity services at
both a reduced rate and qualifying for tax
advantages. The Cheque-Service, on the other
hand, - between an individual employer/customer
and an employee or between the employee of a
company providing proximity services and an
employer/customer - is generally used for child

care, home helps, help with sick and aged etc. lt
carries tax advantages for the employer.

son responsible for developing demand
and one and a half full time ironing
staff. Purchase ofthese services is pro-
vided through Cheque-Servicers. The,

plan is to develop into an autonomous
organisation network with other or-
ganisations and regions and assist
those looking for employment.

The results of these cases reflect the
context and scale of the cases. At
Evian, it resulted in two new jobs; in
Lyon, Qualidom estimated it supporttxl
the development of 100 rrew jobs,

The cases were driven by different
factors and had different objectives.
The Lyon case was influenced more by,

the potential to establish viable prox-
imity services and was able to sustain
and take account ofthe existence of
Qualidom as an interface/distributor;
the Evian case was concerned more to,

create an opportunity for unemployed
to find work. The partners recognise
the tension between these two drivers
and the need to focus on demand to
make the service viable and to focus on
quality and structured supply. The em-
phasis and particular balance is differ-
ent depending on the context and the
use of local expert consultants/adviserrs
is useful to avoid either creating a sec-
ond tier economy or competing with
existing employed.

Case 5: Sardinia
The Sardinian case studies both util-
ised a range of regional, national and
European community instruments. The,

most important of these were the Ter-
ritorial pact (il Patto territoriale), the
area contract (il Contratto d'area), in-
tegrated area plans (Programmi inte-
grati d'area - PIA) and Negotiated
programme planning. The arrange-
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ments for negotiated programme plan-
ning bring together national, regional
and provincial institutions to agree the
primary objectives and sectors for at-
tention, while the other instruments
bring local public, private and commu-
nity actors together for local accords,

with specific approaches and instru-
ments in the territorial pacts and area

contracts.

5a The re-conversion of the mining
area (Guspini)
The area around Guspini was formally
a mining area.It suffered from seri-

ously high unemployment (73%)
among young people with concomitant
social problems and low female em-
ployment at a time of rising education.

The primary player was the mayor's
office which since the 1970s had been

working towards an number of key
objectives:
o Rejuvenation of the political class

. Improving the skills of the local
administration

o Gathering information on policies
and instruments at regional, na-

tional and European levels
r Improving the capacity of the local

systems to support start ups of new

enterprises through better expertise
and analysis

Following this, a number of initiatives
had been undertakenre. Infrastructure
investment took place around the
mines and two new enterprises which
employed a significant number of the
former miners were established. The
mining area was also integrated into an

inter-communal plan for a museum of
mining. On the environmental front, a

te The case study spans the years 1 975-97 but
particularly focuses on the period since the closure

of the mines.

major new re-cycling programme was

established and the area entered into a
partnership with a natwal reserve par-
ticipating in a LIFE-NATURA Project
(EC programme). There was also a fo-
cus on the cultural heritage field re-

lated to archaeological excavations at

Neapolis and arrangements for access

and protection and participation in a
multi-regional programme to create a

services centre for cultural tourism in-
cluding the mining heritage.

The capacity of the local administra-
tion to manage the areathrough a time
of crisis and transition was significant.
Preparations had begun prior to the

mines closure and the crisis stimulated
significant further activities. New de-

velopments such as stimulating cultural
heritage (including the mining heri-
tage) were obviously very important as

was finding jobs for former miners as

well as focusing on young people and

women. Weaknesses were delays

caused by administrative bureaucra-

cies, different interests of institutions,
dispersed instruments and co-ordina-
tion of them.

5b "Sa Corons Arrubia

The second case from Sardinia de-

scribes the process of economic devel-
opment of an under-developed region
with the following characteristics:

o low and declining rural population,

o higher than average aged popula-

tion.
r low level educational average,

. low labour participation and em-
ployment,

. high unemployment,

o low female participation in labour

market.

mainly agricultural employment,

rich archaeological heritage

o

a
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The process began in 1969 with one
local community (average community
size 12.000) where the mayor and local
leadership created a vision to develop
the local economy through exploitation
of arr;haeological, artistic and natural
resources. Other communities began to
participate and by 1998,20local
communities had joined the original in
a range of operational activities to de-
velop the area's economy through the
development of cultural tourism.

The l,ocal authorities recognised that if
they rvere to achieve their vision, two
key issues needed to be addressed:

Education and training:
1. Local administrations needed to

build their capacity to identify and
manage projects,

2. Public programmes to support sec-
ond chance education and training
were required

3. Longer term improvement of edu-
cation and trainins achievement
was needed.

Tourism:
1. Local infrastructure to support

cultural tourism was required in-
cluding requirements for parking,
accommodation, etc.,

2. Building awareness of the tourism
products, with local national and
international marketing was a key
objective,

3. Development of access to and care-
. ful management and opening up of
sites of cultural and archaeological
interest was begun.

The strengths were the powerful local
leadership with commitment and vision
over a long period, the recognition of

the potential of existing cultural re-
sources at a time when they were not
that visible to others, the capacity to
utilise and exploit a wide range of in-
struments and to bring dispersed corn-
munities and local stakeholders
together to work to achieve their ob-
jectives. They faced the challenge o1'

isolation, an under-developed and un-
dynamic economy, and an aged and
under educated population.

The jobs created although low at the
time of report (7) are anticipated to rise
to over 220.However, the strategic I'i-
sion, collective action and widespread
use of a range of complementary and.

dedicated instruments have signifi-
cantly transformed the area. Instru-
ments employed included EU level
programmes such as Leader II, and in-
tegrated area plans formulated under
the provisions of national legislation
and involving all local players.

5.4. Recommendations

The overall recommendations from the
project are:

1. Local development should focus <ln

new activities in new sectors and
fields taking account of the speci-
ficity of the region/locality.

2. National policies must take the 1o-

cal dimension into account and in-
struments designed to be flexible
for local application.

3. Local and national actors should
seek slmergy between supporting
employment and supporting the
conditions for employment.

4. Local action lines should be
matched with consensus buildins
exercises.
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PROJECT NAME: LOCAL
PARTNERSHIPS FOR
EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

This project set out to:

o Identify good practice in the devel- .
opment of local partnerships and

employment pacts.

COUNTRIES INVOLVED /PARTNERS

2. BACKGROUND

The Local Partnerships for Employ-
ment Development was established in
1995 with the intention of sustaining

the dynamic of the European Commis-
sion LEDA programme. TodaY, it
comprises 200 local develoPment
practitioners in 15 areas (regions,

provinces, counties, municipalities)
and this project involves the participa-
tion of some of these (listed above). It
utilises some of the already established

communication and practice

approaches in the partnership, for
example, bulletins and the web site

(www. leda-p artenariat. org).

Exchange and produce new infor-
mation on how to set up local part-

nerships and development and

employment pacts.

Set up and implement pacts in the

partner areas and adapt them to lo-
cal needs and characteristics
Produce results and lessons for dis-

semination

3. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

The project held a series of workshops
(6) to discuss current issues concerning

the set up and management of local

partnerships. Two international semi-

nars were also held in 1998 and opened

to others outside the partnership. As a

result of these, two reviews setting out

the status of the overall project and the

local partnerships in different areas

were published, together with a report

of the second transnational workshop.

The chart below synthesises the char-

acteristics and context ofeach partner-

ship and its focus.

Aracadia, Greece Local Union of Municipalities and Communities

Asti,Italy Provincia Di Asti

Cordoba, Spain Local Development Agency

Flevoland. Netherlands Action For Employment - Flevoland

Genk, Belgium BLM, Limburg
Jamtland. Sweden Jamtland County Administration

Jena, Germany Refit E.V Jena

Marinha Grande,

Portugal
Comissao De Coodenacao Da Regiao Centro

Miglio d'Oro,Italy Comune Di Ercolano

Nottingham, UK City ofNottingham
St-Etienne, France ANPE - Rhone-Alpes Loire

Shannon, Ireland Shannon Development

Storstrom, Denmark The Public Employment Service

Vaasa, Finland, Provincial Office Of Western Finland

Weiz-Gleisdorf, Austria DLG Weiz
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4. KEY FINDINGS

The action research project partners

range from young initiates entering the
implementation phase (Arcadia) to
mature local partnerships that have
over a decade or more of experience
behind them (Shannon). All partners
note the continuing value of learning
through exchange and reflection. Some
important areas for exchange and
debate in this project have been:
o Maintaining jobs after subsidised

support ends

. Bringing jobs out of the informal
economy

o Getting long term unemployed into
employment programmes

o Providing companies with tailor-
made information

o Creating full time jobs by combin-
ing activities for different employers

Lessons shared by mature partnerships
ate:

o the importance of the vertical as

well as horizontal axis in local de-
vetropment - support from and inte-
gration into national andregional
policies enhances the potential of
success

Partner:ships result in:

4.2. Importance of diagnosis and
relevant support measures

In the early stage, partnerships are of-
ten based around a project opportunity
(available funds, for example, bringing

o the need to address the hidden
needs of hidden communities

o the importance of demonstrating,

success to overcome resistance

o the need for thorough diagnosis of
local resources including secto-
rallindustry cluster capacity and
synergies between certain sectors
(e.g, food and tourism)

o the value of developing the local
area's capacity to adapt.

4. 1. Understanding partnerships

The continuation and evolution of the
LEDA partnership has led to a marked
improvement in the partners' own un-
derstanding of how partnerships opor:
ate and change as they evolve.
Successful partnerships have multi-
dimensional participants and charac-
teristics. Their interests operate on a
number of timeliries from short to lorLg

term. Partnership activities have a

range of purposes operating simultanr:-
ously, serving information, planning
and implementation functi ons.

them together) and do not begin with
the kind of strategic diagnosis that a

more mature partnership will recognise
as a necessary first stage. .Action based
approaches may stimulate early enthu-
siasm but risk failure through a lack of
real understandins of the factors influ-

A better understandins of the local arca
An increased ability of the partners to analyse the potential for local development
The acquisition of new methods of individual and group action
An increase chances of obtaining funding
More cost effective use of resources

An improved position when dealing with regional and national authorities.
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encing success. A number of projects
have used strategic diagnosis to create

a framework within which the open
generation of ideas from local commu-
nities is encouraged.

As well as proper diagnosis of local re-

sources and needs, partnerships require
sound and relevant support measures.

This includes both innovative and tra-
ditional instruments relating to re-
search and development, stimulating
dormant projects and ideas, and in-
creasing the efficiency and effective-
ness of public services and authorities.
Other instruments noted include assis-

tance in identifying investment aids,

new markets, new promotion and dis-
tribution channels, market stimulation,
management and skills development,
and infrastructural improvements.

4.3. Training and human capital
investment

A training and human capital invest-
ment requirement is present in all local
development proj ects. Human capital
investment programmes go beyond the
simple link between training and em-

ployment and encompass a range of is-

sues such as skill accreditation,
assessment and self assessment proce-

dures etc. Human capital investment by
the public and private sector is critical
and the identification of and response

to education and training needs must
involve all local players.

4.4. Partnerships at different levels

While many partnerships are driven by
public agencies and municipal leaders,

other local development projects have

evolved from the local communities
with multiple partnerships. There is
tendency for partnerships as they ma-
ture to keep building and adding new

layers to the process. The systems re-

sulting are more like trees than satel-
lites, inclined to hierarchical structures

with strategic planning at the top and

ideas generation and consultation at the

most local levels. An important lesson

learned by more mature partnerships is

that in centralised states. national level
administrations are local stakeholders.

In a slightly different approach, a num-

ber of projects stress the importance of
having consultation at the most local
community level - some argue that the

direct involvement of local communi-
ties is essential for success. These proj-
ects tend to link structures which
operate at the most local level to
structures for municipal, regional and

national technical assistance, admini-
stration, planning and decision making.
This 'most local levef is often called
the community level, whether this is a
geographical or shared interest com-

munity. 'Community Economic De-

velopment' (CED) is a term used to

describe this most local level of devel-

opment and partners at this level will
influence the success or failure of the

local development strategy. CED proj-
ects often involve the third sector al-

though they may also involve public
and private actors. A key characteristic
of CED is local capacity building as a .

means to involve local citizens and de-

velop skills for third sector activities.

CED should develop skills, informa-
tion, knowledge and infrastructure that

can be sustained in the community.

4.5. Stimulating local partnerships

Partnerships are often first built
through the collective recognition of a

crisis and the need for a community re-

sponse, but crisis need not necessarily
be the only catalyst. The regions de-

scribed include some in economic de-
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cline or under-developed and with high
unemployment, but also regions with
good economic status and low unem-
ploynent. It is important to understand
and explicitly recognise the nature of
the catalyst as this will shape the local
response and bring in different players.

Some partnerships are stimulated
through a recognition by private sector
firms that they need to improve their
quality and competitivity and the only
way to do so is through local partner-
ships. Along the way, innovative
'boosts' will benefit the partnership
and rnay derive from new ways of
partner working, generation of new
ideas, development of new skills and
learning from experience.

4.ti. Integration of unemployed and
at risk

Integration of the unemployed and ex-
cluded into the economic and social
fabric of the community has, as its big-
gest challenge the need for an im-
proved response from employers.
Strategic local development partner-
ships, it is argued ) are a way to involve
employers by bringing them into the
whole development process. Other bar-
riers to integration may not relate di-
rectly to employment but are local
issues - childcare facilities and trans-
port being two obvious ones. Integra-
tion should be concerned with
pathways to employment, giving a
range of options to the unemployed
and not single prescriptions, and
should improve employability and ac-
cess to work and bring quality of life
improvoments to those excluded and at
risk.

Integration can be improved with the
inclusion of partners from agencies not
associated with employment but very
closely linked with the unemployed,

e.g. housing and social and health wel-
fare agencies and local voluntary ag=n-

cies working with marginalised and at
risk groups. Finally, training is a step

on the path to employment. It must tre
linked to real jobs and offer real em-
ployment at the end. This againre-irL-
forces the need for employer
involvement to ensure the training is
relevant to local employers' needs and
that commitment to recruit and provide
on the job training and sustainable ern-
ployment is given.

4.7. Local communities. local
identity

Great importance is attached in local
development to issues of "local iden-
tity" and the co-ordination of local
branding, distribution and marketing
activities. This combines a desire to
develop an image of economic value
together with a concem to use re-
sources efficiently. Several of the ma-
ture partnerships have grown the local
area from the city out into the rural sur-
rounds and others have drawn groups
of municipalities togethen.

4.8. Monitoring and evaluation

A number of the projects express con-
cern for continuous improvement in
job creation and local dev'elopment,
and to 'learn to do it better'. Transpar-
ent measurement indicators will help
internal management, accountability,
and demonstrate success to a wide
range of stakeholders. Evaluation musrl

be based on an understanding of the
baseline, and be formative, assisting in
the continuous improvement of the
project.

BLM Limburg describes trow they un-
dertook a qualitative ana$sis of six so-

cial economy projects and identified 12
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critical issues for employment project
development:
Market concept, market volume, job
creation, jobs for the target group,
operational viability, profitability,
entrepreneurship, management,

consensus, legal-organisational foot-
ing, duration (time to market), and

effrciency.

They group these issues into three

areas - performance, competence and

effectiveness/effi ciency and suggest

that identifying these twelve issues at

the start of the project and managing
their progress through the project is
critical to success. More so, projects

to have a more business like approach

and take economic factors into ac-

count. Work experience projects are

more focused on the effective use of
subsidies, and endogenous projects
tend to demand the most of project de-

velopers. The success ofall project de-

velopment, they argue, hinges on the

ability to ask, and answer clearly, the

following questions. What do we
want? What can we do? What must we

do?

4.9. Recommendations

The overall recommendations from the

project are:

1. There should be general recogni-

tion at all levels from local to

European that no lasting develop-
ment will occur unless new jobs are

created and there will be no lasting
jobs without new or renewed eco-

nomic activity.
2. Territorial partnerships should be

seen as a set of principles govern-

ing actions and initiatives.
3. Rules ofpartnerships should sup-

port cohesion and achievement of
aims.

are classified within the following
categories:

o niche market projects (best chance

of success)

o endogenous (more difficult to
develop but very important
locally),

r work experience projects (value

can often be in their experimental
setting)

o push projects (e.g. environment -

can be most high risk).

Each of these groups display different
types of competencies - e.g. niche
projects tend

4. Both the horizontal and vertical
axes of partnerships must be the

concern of local actors.
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PROJECT NAME: PILOT STUDY
ON EMPLOYMENT CREATION
THROUGH THE RESTORATION
OF EUROPE'S HERITAGE

1. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The project set out to evaluate the
potential for employment creation from
economic activities generated by the
restoration of Europe's heritage. To
utilise newly collected and existing
statistical data to extrapolate future
potential in employment and economic
activity in this field in four countries,
Austria, Germany, Italy and Spain, and
drawing on previous experience and
data fiom France and the lIK.

2. COUNTRIES INVOLVED
/PARTNERS

The project was led by UEAPME, The
European Association of Craft, and
Small and Medium sized Enterprises.
The other partners were:

Germany Zentralverbanddes
Deuschen Handwerks

Austria Wirtschaftskammer

Spain
Italy

Osterreich
CEAJE
Confartigianato -
Associazione Artigiani
Bergamo

Sweden EUROCARE (Associated
partners)

Austria WIFO Osterreichisches
Institut fiir

France

Wirtschaftsforschung
(Associated partners)
CAPEB - Confed6ration
de I'Artisanat et des
Petites Enterprises du
Batiment

3. BACKGROUND

The 1990s have seen growth in the
restoration and repair/maintenance
segment of the market at a time of gen-
eial stagnation in the construction in-
dustry in Europe. The project examines
the legislative and administrative pic-
ture at EU and national level in relation
to the heritage market in the four
countries involved.

In some countries there is a significant
divide between legislative authority
and operational/development respon si -
bility. In others, the responsibility may
be national, regional or local. Although
not exclusively so, in Northern Europe,
legislative authority (fiscal anange-
ments, protection etc.) tends to be cen-
tralised, whereas operationalising
protection and development tends to be
more decentralised. In Southern
Europe, all areas are more centrally
controlled with little local autonomv.

Actors involved in the 'restoration'
market include national rninistries,
specific cultural public agencies, pri-
vate owners, foundations, local
authorities and those involved directly
in the work - architects. restorers.
craftsmen/artisans.

Within heritage restoration, architects
and conservationists are the principle
professionals and normally responsible
for project management, oo-ordinatinp;
activities and for scientific expertise. A
new profession has emerged in recent
years of the 'restorer'. Alt;hough still
considered a profession 'rvithout
statue', it is recognised in some Mem-
ber States as a specific discipline with
distinct training.

Craftsmen working in restoration tend
to be specialised and work in SMEs of
less than 10 persons (larger enterprises
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being more likely to be working in new
construction). In Germany, craftsmen
can undergo further training to qualify
as a restorer in their special field and

13 crafts restorers fields for further
training have been established. There is
no common European definition of a
'craft enterprise'. In France and Italy,
they are classified sectorally, in Ger-
many and Austria professionally, and

in Spain within the 'artistic' field.

4. FEATURES OF THE PROJECT

Over 20 case studies relating to resto-
ration projects (all pre-194) were col-
lected from the four countries. The

information collected covered heritage
type, heritage usage, information on
costs of restoration, and the type and

number of craft trades involved in the
restoration.

In each country, 4-5 sites were selected

for analysis. Interviews took place'with
the project administrator, site owner,
and/or finance agency. A questioruraire
was circulated to craft enterprises in-
volved in restoration projects. A syn-

thesis was made between the
questionnaires and interview results

and a comparison made between the
results from each country.

Macroeconomic data on the heritage
market was collected at national and

EU level by.the partners and inter-
preted and analysed as set out in the

'Activities' section below. The project
partners met to discuss and finalise the
proposals for actions to stimulate de-

velopment of the restoration sector and

employment therein and to transform
the employment potential into real
jobs.

The partners based a number of their
calculations for employment opportu-

nities in the sector on the following
hypotheses - drawn from earlier work
undertaken in France:

o 40o/o of the heritage stock will need

urgent work within 5 years.

r the average cost ofrestoration ofa
monument is € 716,000

o the needs of the restoration market
correspond to 7oh of the annual

amount of the global market on
repairs/maintenance in the built
environment.

The project undertook a review of
cultural heritage within its context in
Europe as well as an analysis of the

heritage market in Europe. This took
account ofthe scale and range of
monuments and sites in each country
studied, their locations, the organisa-

tion with responsibility for their pro-
tection and preservation etc. They also

examined fiscal arrangements in rela-

tion to the protected heritage which
range from taxes on revenue generated

by the heritage sites in all countries
studied, to inheritance and capital gains

tax in a few. Italy and the UK appear to

have the most extensive fiscal instru-
ments, which may be a reflection of the

ownership structure.
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Taxes
on
revenue

Taxes
on
capital

Inheritance
tax

Taxes on
donations

VAT Local
taxes

Enterprise
taxes

Germany X
Austria X X x
Spain X X X X
Italy X X X X X
UK X X X X X

A comprehensive examination was un-
dertaken of the conditions for devel-
opment of sustainable employment in
the restoration of the built environment
in Europe, and some estimates arrived
at forjob creation potential.

The construction industry market can
be divided into new and mainte-
nance/repair activity. Within the
mainl.enance and repair group, activi-
ties which might be described as 're-
storative' of classified or protected
buildings differ from those which are
simply related to upkeep of all the re-
maining built environment. In relation
to the former, a figure was deduced
from the available data for the average
annual cost of an employed crafts-
person in relation to restoration activi-
ties (€ 53,333).In addition, using a

ratio obtained from an earlier French
study and taking account of similar ra-
tios in other countries, an estimate of
0.6 indirect employment for every di-
rect employee, was deemed reasonable
for the 'restoration' sector.

In relation to each country, the national
data ollthe number of protected or clas-
sified heritage sites was obtained.
Again, using models calculated in
relation to French heritage economic
activity, estimates of employment
potential in the restoration sector were
arrived at for each ofthe four coun-
tries.

5. KEY FINDINGS

5.1. The restoration market

A 1997 report estimated 2.5 million
heritage sites in the EU, However, irr
the absence of agreed cdteria, it is
important to note that different coun-
tries have different ideas of what
'heritage' actually means. In most
countries, protected monuments are
historic, offer development potential
for the locality in which they are
found, and are very often recognised as

heritage sites/buildings because tour-
ism objectives have stimulated the rec-
ognition of their value. Tourism can
generate local eamings but poses chal-
lenges for safeguarding and protecting
the heritage legacy.

Most countries have undertaken a sys-
tematic classification of the built envi-
ronment and have sites listed by
category and as 'protected', 'classified
but unprotected' and'non-classified'.
In Austria, a current exercise in de-
classification of buildings of no publi,o
interest, will result in a reduction of the
number of listed sites from 450,000 tcr

80,000. In Spain, sites of primary cul-
tural interest were counted as 1I,522
and classified into different types in
1994.In Italy, between 1970-85,
31,328 sites were countecl and classi-
fied excluding historical centres and
archaeological monuments. 80% of
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protected buildings are in private
hands. No such systematic data appears

for Germany.

5.2. Funding and Investment

The European Community interest in
arts and culture as an important grow-
ing opportunity for economic devel-
opment and employment has meant
that significant resources have lately
gone into identifying, restoring, pro-
tecting and exploiting the economic
benefits of heritage sites. These re-
sources have come from ERDF,
FEOGA, ESF, INTERREG, Leader,

URBAN, Raphael and Kaleidoscope.
The European Community represents

the single largest contributor to the de-

velopment of 'heritage

The second most important source of
investment in 'restoration' comes from
national funds. In France, this amounts

to l5%o of the arts and culture budget
and in Germany, 35.8%. At a Federal
level, it is estimated in Germany that2
- 400 DM is provided by the Bund per

monument. This is in addition to funds
from the Interior and Culture Minis-
tries and indirect aids to private owners
of monuments. In Italy, state funding is
about three times that of the regions
(335 M Euros/103 M Euros) but, as in
Spain, pressure to conform to Maas-
tricht convergence criteria have re-
sulted in extreme pressures to reduce

funding. In ltaly, seismic and as in
other countries, environmental damage,

has increased the requirement for resto-
ration.

The private sector has become an im-
portant source of funding, not least

where they own the sites. In Italy,
Germany and Spain, the church is the

principal private patron. In Germany,
private donors get some tax advan-

tages..In Spain, foundations funded by
savings banks profits have made a

small but important contribution to
heritage protection and restoration and

recent reforms in Italy are linking
savings banks to foundations dedicated

to certain activities. Regional and local
funding is especially high in more
decentralised countries.

Using the most recent data available in
each country, the employment potential
(full time job equivalents) of the resto-

ration market is calculated in the part-

ner countries as follows:

Spain
Estimated annual cost for urgent
restoration 626 MECU
which is greater than 5oh of total global

repairs/maintenance market in Spain
Estimated direct employment

12,000

Estimated indirect employment
7.000

Total 19,000

ItaIy
Estimated annual cost for urgent
restoration 1823 MECU
which is greater than4o/o of totai global

repairs/maintenance market in Italy
Estimated direct employment

34,000
Estimated indirect employment

20,000

Total 54,000

Germany
Estimated annual cost for urgent
restoratlon 3134 MECU
which, assuming a figure of approx.
7Yo of total global repairs/maintenance
market in Germany gives
Estimated direct employment

77,500
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Estinnated indirect employment
46,500

Total 124.000

Austria
Estimated annual cost for urgent
restoratron 678MECU
which, assuming a figure of approx.
7%o of total global repairs/maintenance
market in Austria gives
Estimated direct employment

12,700
Estimated indirect employment

7.600

Total 20.300

Using the same hypotheses, an

estimate for the European Union as

a whole gives approximately a half
million new jobs, or the sum of esti-
mated direct (328,127) and indirect
empkryment (196,873).

5.3. Conditions for expansion
activity and employment

Training
To improve the competence of the
craftsman/artisan, a basic criteria for
increased employment, more on-the-
job training needs to take place within
a specific restoration environment un-
der the supervision of a skilled and
expenenced master. However, because
many firms involved in restoration are

small (fewer thanl0 persons), the usual
constraints apply. These include lack
of time and resources to supervise
trainees within the context of a busi-
ness that tends to fluctuate. Examples
such as the Spanish Escuelas Talleres
offer a convincing alternative, that in
addition combines social integration
and local development, see also the
IMED project.

There is also a need for changes and.

expansion in continuing training. Ati-
sans tend to resist training - their craft
is learnt through apprenticeship and
experience. Continuing training me€ms

leaving the craft-shop or site and there
is rarely time or resources to devote to
it. But there is a need to continuously
update knowledge in the restoration
area, including the use of new techn,rl-
ogy applications and to make the bene-
fits of training evident to the individual
artisan and enterprise. New learning
methods need to be devised and the
craftsman needs to be involved in
identifying training needs and partici-
pating in the training process. Recog-
nition and increased esteem of the
craftsman and craft enterprises will tre

assisted through increased training,
higher quality, greater skill and certiFr-
cation.

I mpi ov e ente rp ris e co mp et itivity
Within enterprises, there is a need to
improve the broader skills of the entre-
preneurs, and to assist them in dealin.g
with tough competitive conditions.
There is a need to modernise the work
and work organisation of these small
SMEs including incorporating new
technologies and to assist them to
become more adaptable. New
technologies need to be applied as

appropriate - respecting the
authenticity of the monument but
improving effi ciency and effectiveneiss
of restorative methods. New
technologies will also add to the
general attractiveness of the crafts as

worthwhile professions in the eyes o1'

young people.

Given the harsh competitive environ-
ment in the wider construction indus-
try, these SMEs suffer in trying to
compete with large construction firms,
and training is essential to assist thernL
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to deal with tough conditions such as

late payments, competition for high
quality human resources and increas-

ingly complex, legal and administra-
tive requirements. Competing with
large firms, even those with less spe-

cialist capability, is often difficult and

small company costs are almost inevi-
tably higher. Convincing those respon-

si ble for commissioning restoration
that the lowest price often reflects low
quality and lack of real expertise is

essential.

Adapt work organisations
One way of doing this is to raise the

general level of skill and specifically
the dedicated restoration expertise of
the small firm. Another is to seek ways

to certify or label the enterprises who
have the quality and range of expertise.

New forms of work organisation can

offer individual artisans and very small

firms a means to compete both by of-
fering a single channel for tenders and

also by reducing costs by pooling cer-

tain resources. The only way to drive
these changes is by 'push' from the ar-

tisans and craft SMEs and 'pull' from
those commissioning restoration at a

local level for whom the local presence

of high quality craft skills will be a

valuable resource in the future.

Small multidiscip linary consortia can

split costs and with formalised struc-

tures, present themselves as a serious

option for selection. Italian co-opera-
tives and the more temporary German
enterprise groups offer possible mod-
els. These consortia could become an

engine for crafts business development

and might be considered, at the same

time, centres of competence. In this

context, such centres must be included
within local planning for economic
development and linked to preventative

conservation and preventative mainte-
nance after restoration.

Heritage preservation is the
responsibility of local actors.
As heritage preservation cannot be

seen in isolation but rather as part of
the organic evolution of a local area,

any heritage restoration must be un-
dertaken in the context of local devel-
opment and employment. Likewise,
local restoration and conservation
needs to preserve the past through
sustainable development and employ-
ment. This means that the involvement
ofall relevant local actors is essential

and encouragement needs to be given

to involving all public, private and

community actors.

There is also a need to improve co-
ordination of economic policies with
taxation and fiscal measures. In opti-
mising financial resources, best prac-

tice projects try and mix financial
sources that are appropriate to the tasks

and multi-actor dimension of projects.

Fiscal and other supports to the private

sector, and especially to those who

demonstrate their local commitment by
investing themselves in restored

buildings, are to be supported. The re-
port argues strongly for an expansion

of fiscal incentives citing examples of
the multiplier effect of incentives, with
private investment normally achieving

investment in multiples of that fore-
gone by the state. However, they also

caution against the risk of the private
sector making the profit and the public
taking up the debt and require the pro-
cess be viewed as part of the whole
community's responsibility. Heritage is

a means of preserving local cultural
identity and developing social and eco-

nomic aspects of the area. It is not re-

alistic to expect it to be self-financing
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or to apply the norms of retum of in-
vestrnent.

5.4. Recommendations

The project report recommend a five
pronged strategy to effectuate the esti-
mated job potential:
1. Communicate the value and skill of

traditional crafts and their rele-
vance today. Re-build and restore
respect and prestige ofthese crafts.

2. Lfndertake actions to improve
quality through training and certifi-
cation - with improved consensus
orr skill profiles and mutual recog-
nr.tion across Member States.

3. Research into new models of work
organisation and the creation and
support of model multidisciplinary
centres of competence.

4. Influence those responsible for de-
velopment policies to accept the
potential of the restoration sector in
employment generation and to
adapt and increase appropriate
financial instruments and support.

5. Favour actions which combine
restoration and rehabilitation proj -
ects and the relevant quality com-
petencies in enterprises that are

evidently masters of their oeuvre.
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IV. ANNEX:
PARTICIPANTS AND
CO.ORDINATORS

ESTEP NETWORI(

ADANE
Mr Jean Philippe Bakluti/IV1s Karine
Legrand
8, Rue Hoche
5800 Nevers
France

Tel. 00.33.386719191
Fax: 00.33.386719199
e-mail:nievre.
Developpement@wanadoo. fr

TECHNOPOLIS CSATA NOVUS
ORTUS
Mr Nunzio Porfido
70010 YalenzanolBai
Italy
Tel. 00.39.80.8770423
Fax:00.39.80.8770260
e-mail: N. Porfido.tno.it

MADEIRA TECNOPOLO
Mr Raul Caires

CALCADA DE SANTA CLARA 38

9000 Funchal
Portugal
Tel. 00 351.91741253
e-mail :rcaires@dragoeiro.uma.pt

OULU TECHNOPOLIS
Teknologiantie 1

90s74 ouLU
Finland
Tel. 00 358 8 s5142181358 50 528

0270
Fax: 00 3588 5514522

THESSALONIKI TECHNOLOGY
PARK
Mr Vassilios Kelessidis
PO Box 328

57001 Thermi
Thessaloniki
Greece
Tel. 00 30 31 498145/498 200
Fax: 00 30 31 498 280
e-mail :kelesidi@fi lippos. techpath. gr

ASSOSIACION EL RASO
Ayuntamiento de Boecillo
Ms Sonia Rojo
Plaza de Gamazo, I
Boecillo-Valladolid
Spain
rei.00 34983 552050
Fax: 00 34 983 552212.

STRATEGIES TERRITORIALES
DE CBEATION D'ACTMTES

Dominique Aubry
Sophie Brochier
Nicolas Frachon
Jocelyne Leger
Colldge Coop6ratif Provence, Alpres,
M6diterrann6e
2, Avenue Jules Isaac

13617 Aix-en-Provence cedex 1,

France
Tel. 00.33. 4.42.17 0300
Fax : 00. 3 3. 4.42.21 .26.11

e-mail:collcoop@romarin.univ. aix. fr
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E.L.E.V.E.N II

Mr Giuseppe Campagna
Associazione Europea dei Comuni,
delle Province, delle Regioni e delle
altre comuniti locali - Sezione
Italiana
Prazza di Trevi, 86

00187 Roma,Italy
Tel. (06) 69940461
Fax: (06) 6793275

LEDA

Leda Partenariat Association
Cit6 Martignac,4
75007 Paris, France
Tel,{F ax. : 00 .33.1 .45.5 5 45 59

ARTISANAT ET PME

Unione Europea dell'Artigianato e

delle Piccole e Medie Imprese
4,rue Jacques de Lalaing
1040 Bruxelles
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